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PREFACE
You are about to read a thesis which probably looks a bit different than what you
are used to. The reason for this is that when I read something it bothered me that
text and figures seem to live in different worlds in most books, papers or articles. By
this I mean that often when a text refers to a figure, the figure is not located close to
the text itself. The physical barrier between the two was a hindrance when trying to
grasp an idea or concept, especially since I’m a very visual person and a picture is
often worth a thousand words.
Luckily I came across The Visual Display of Quantative Information, from Edward
Turfte []. He felt the same and has thought quite a bit on how to change this for
years. Reading his books, I came to understand that in the time of Gallileo and
Leonardo da Vinci, it was very common to integrate images into your text, or even
use small images which were integrated into a sentence.
An example of this can be seen on the right,
where Galileo Galilei integrated images of Saturn
into his texts []. The top image depicts how he
imagined Saturn would look like with perfect vi-
sion and the bottom one is how he perceived it through his telescope [, p. ].
Also more recently, Martinus Veltman in Diagrammatica took a similar approach
and abolished figure and equations numbers all together, as he wrote[, p. xii]:
This has forced me to keep all derivation and arguments closed in them-
selves, and the reader needs not to have its fingers at eleven places to
follow an argument.
I decided to try a similar concept for my thesis and keep images and text to-
gether. For small figures I chose to wrap the accompanying text around it and for
larger figures the accompanying text is in the paragraph right above the figure. Fur-
thermore this concept makes the need for captions unnecessary. Additionally I have
sometimes placed drawings or graphs with a height equal to the line height into
the text itself. This was relatively easily to realise by using LATEX. For the figures in
general I have tried not to use abbreviations, texts at a  degree angle and some
other ideas which are mostly taken from Tufte’s work [].





. E.R. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (Graphics Press, ).
. G. Galilei, Istoria e dimostrazioni intorno alle macchie solari (Rome, Rome, ).
. G. Galilei, Discoveries and Opinions of Galileo, th edition ed. (Anchor, New York, ).






In the past hundred years the required cost and power per computation saw an ex-
ponential decrease. This decrease was made possible by different computational de-
vices such as: mechanical gears and vacuum tubes. Since  we are in the era of
the integrated circuits. However, since the turn of the twentieth century integrated
circuits are encountering more and more problems. The problems are mainly due
to increased heat development from ever shrinking devices. In order to overcome
the heating issues, manufacturers are looking at alternative materials and alterna-
tives to current CMOS devices. A promising low power option is that of spintronics,
which also uses the spin of an electron next to its charge for logic operations.
 . introduction
. the ever shrinking calculators


















































Million instructions per second per $
(in  dollars)
During the twentieth century com-
putational speeds increased dra-
matically, while at the same time
the price per calculation dropped,
as shown on the right with data re-
drawn from [, chapter ]. At the
start of the century, mechanical
gears slightly increased the com-
putational speed as compared to
manual calculations. In the follow-
ing decades this technology was
improved as it matured. Simulta-
neously new technologies were in-
vented, such as the electromechan-
ical calculators, which eventually
took over as they became cheaper
and faster. This process would re-
peat itself several times over.
















Data: M. Horowitz et al.
and K. Rupp []
Year
cpu trendsCurrently we are in the era of the
integrated circuits, which started
in the s. During the early days
of integrated circuits it was Gordon
Moore who noted that the number of
transistors on a chip grew exponen-
tially with time, due to the downscal-
ing of the transistor’s feature sizes.
As a result, the number of transistors
doubled about every  years, without
affecting the chip area []. This tran-
sistor growth is shown on the right.
The relationship became known as
Moore’s law, which still holds true
today
As feature sizes shrank, fabrica-
tion became increasingly challenging and expensive [, figure ..]. As the com-
plexity rose, efforts of researchers, designers, production facilities etc. needed to be
coordinated. For this purpose various road maps were constructed, starting in the
s [, ]. These maps basically followed Moore’s law and from there determined
the feature sizes for the next generation of processors. The road maps gave everyone
involved in the development of the next generation tools and techniques for smaller
and faster integrated circuits a clear goal to work towards.
However, since the turn of the twentieth century the first challenges presented
themselves, as can be seen in the graph above. Starting in the s the power con-
sumption went up rapidly and later became a problem as the central processing
unit’s (CPU) temperatures became too hot around the year . In order to curb
the increasing power consumption/heat generation, the CPU’s clock speed was no
longer increased, but instead the workload was divided among several different
.. silicon’s successor 
cores. Note that despite the constant clock speeds, the performance of a single tran-
sistor (single-thread) still increased, albeit not as rapidly as pre-. Despite all
the problems, manufacturers are still pushing for smaller feature sizes [].
The jump in power consumption was due to the fact that the so called Dennard
scaling broke down [, ]. Dennard scaling states that the energy consumption of a
transistor can be kept constant by scaling each component accordingly. The power
consumption P of a transistor is given by P = Nf CV , where N is the number of
transistors, f is the clock speed, C is the capacitance and V is the turn-on voltage.
In order to quantify the scaling between successive generations, a scaling factor
S is introduced, which is S = / = . when going from  to nm. Each
parameter then scales as follows: the number of transistors scales with S, since
they are laid out in two dimensions (although this is changing []); the capacitance
scales with S−, since the gate area A and thickness t scale with A ∝ S− and t ∝ S−
respectively, causing C ∝ A/t = S−/S− = S−; the reduction in gate insulator
thickness leads to a lower turn-on voltage V  ∝ S−; and because the RC time of
the system has deceased, the frequency can be scaled according to S. Thus Pscaling =
S−SS−(S−) =  and the power consumption of a transistor was unaffected.
The breakdown of Dennard scaling was due to the fact that devices, and particu-
larly the gate insulator thickness and gate length, got so small that electrons could
tunnel through these barriers. These tunnelling electrons caused large leakage cur-
rents in the off-state of the transistor. Due to the increasing leakage currents the
turn-on voltage could not be decreased, as doing so would exponentially decrease
the difference between the on- and off-state. As a consequence the power consump-
tion of each successive generation increased by S [].
. silicon’s successor
In order to circumvent leakage currents and consequently heating, manufacturers
are looking for alternatives to silicon. For example, to prevent electrons from tun-
nelling through the gate dielectric, manufacturers started using so-called high-k
dielectrics []. By using hafnium dioxide (HfO), for example, which has a dielec-
tric constant - times that of SiO, the thickness t of the dielectric can be increased
(thereby exponentially decreasing the tunnelling current), without compromising












koomey’s lawDue to these advances, more
and more calculations could be
performed with the same amount
of energy despite the breakdown
of Dennard scaling, as shown on
the right. This trend was spotted
by Koomey et al. and has been
dubbed Koomey’s law []. The
points marked as were taken
from Koomey et al. and contain
data on a variety of personal and
super computers. To this I have
added the most energy efficient
super computers and these are plot-
ted as .
 . introduction
For future generations this trend will likely continue, as the current materials
reach their limits. Possible materials which can succeed silicon and other parts of
the integrated circuits are two-dimensional (D) materials and complex oxides.
Both materials are used for the research in this thesis for different reasons.
First I will discuss the D materials. As the name suggests, these materials are
purely D and only a single atom thick. After the isolation of the first D material,
carbon’s D allotrope graphene, a whole class of D materials was isolated. Their
electrical properties vary from conducting to insulating and often vary with the
number of layers. As an example MoS is a direct . eV bandgap semiconductor
in single layer form, but becomes an indirect semiconductor from two layers and
up. Moreover the bandgap reduces gradually towards a bulk value of . eV [].
These varying electrical properties of D materials, which can replace all the parts
in a transistor, is just one advantage of these materials. Other attractive features
are the fact that they can form continuous layers of the lowest possible thickness–a
single atom. Finally, because of their limited thickness these materials can be used
to make flexible and transparent devices.
The second material class is the complex oxides and more specifically for this
thesis, insulating SrTiO and semiconducting Nb-doped SrTiO. Complex oxides
often have electric and magnetic properties which can often be highly influenced
by external parameters such as strain, electric field and temperature. The sensi-
tivity to these parameters is due to the strong electron correlations from orbital
overlap. These correlations result in complex physics where charge, spin and orbital
filling/overlap strongly influence each other. As a result of these strong electron
correlations it offers the unique possibility of modulating the electric or magnetic
properties in complex oxide based devices. For example, SrTiO has a dielectric
permittivity which is  times as large as SiO at room temperature and highly
depends on temperature and electric field.
.. alternative technologies 
. alternative technologies
However replacing the current materials will probably only delay the demise of cur-
rent CMOS technology. Therefore great efforts are undertaken to find the successor
of CMOS. So far there are many alternative logic device architectures which provide
a significant improvement in different areas over current CMOS [, ].
In order to compare alternative technologies, different metrics can be used. On
metric to track is the switching energy versus delay of a logic unit, as shown below
in a redrawn graph from Nikonov et al. []. The energy and delay were estimated
by Nikonov et al. by using a simple analytical model of the components. Note the
widespread in performance between different technologies. The technologies which
are based on concepts or materials relevant for this thesis use special symbols. If
multiple concepts/materials are used the symbols are superimposed. In this graph
only several (Tunnelling) Field Effect Transistor ((T)FET)-based logic devices offer




























































-bit arithmetic logic unit using different follow up technologies
The abbreviations are as follows: Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
high performance (CMOS HP), CMOS low voltage (CMOS LV ), van der Waals Field
Effect Transistor (vdWFET), Homojunction III-V Tunnelling FET (HomJTFET), Het-
erojunction III-V TFET (HetJTFET), Graphene Nanoribbon TFET (gnrTFET), Inter-
layer TFET (ITFET), D Heterojunction Interlayer TFET (ThinTFET), GaN TFET
(GaNTFET), Transition Metal Dichalcogenide TFET (TMDTFET), Graphene pn-
Junction (GpnJ), Ferroelectric FET (FEFET), Negative Capacitance FET (NCFET),
Piezoelectric FET (PiezoFET), Bilayer Pseudospin FET (BisFET), Excitonic FET
(ExFET), Metal-Insulator TFET (MITFET), Sughara-Tanaka SpinFET, All Spin Logic
(ASL), Charge-Spin Logic (CSL), Spin Torque Domain Wall (STT/DW), Spin Major-
ity Gate (SMG), Spin Torque Oscillator (STOlogic), Spin Wave Device (SWD) and
Nanomagnetic Logic (NML).
 . introduction
The purpose of this overview is to show there are many alternative ideas, each
with their own strengths and weaknesses. Also the exact switching energy and
delays are subject to discussion. The differences were earlier shown by the authors
in reference [, figure ], where they compare their results with those of the 
NRI benchmark. Furthermore the materials which are used are often not set in
stone, but give an idea of the possibilities.
Another important pair of metrics to track are the on and off power of a device,
which is shown below as redrawn data from reference []. From this overview it
is clear that magnetoelectric (voltage-driven) spintronic devices are several orders
of magnitude better than other contenders, especially in standby power. The rea-
son for the low standby power is that the nanomagnets in these spintronic devices
are non-volatile and power can be turned off when the magnets do not need to be
switched. In theory there can be zero power consumption, however a transistor is
still required to turn the circuit on and off. Another potential advantage of spin-
tronics is that spin currents in principle do not require a (Joule heat generating)
charge current. However, the technologies in this graph do not utilise this property.
Nonetheless it is clear that spintronics provide a valuable alternative for certain
applications where switching speed is not important, but power consumption is.
Examples of these applications include devices which rely on battery power, such as
wearable electronics or remote sensors with sporadic activity.























































-bit arithmetic logic unit using different follow up technologies
.. graphene spintronics 
. graphene spintronics
It is clear that spintronic based devices offer several advantages over other tech-
nologies. In order to fabricate a successful spintronic device there are several pre-
requisites. This boils down to a few important steps: ) the generation of a spin
imbalance inside a channel; ) maintaining the imbalance while the spins are trans-
ported, while possibly manipulating the spins for logic operations and; ) detecting
the spin imbalance.
A very promising material to fabricate spintransport channels from is graphene.
At room temperature it has longer spin relaxation lengths and times then most
metals and semiconductors [, table ]. However, it was predicted that graphene
should have an even longer spin relaxation length.
In order to find the origin of the discrepancy between the predictions and ex-
periments, many variables are investigated such as: the encapsulation of graphene
[] and improving the quality of the contacts []. In order to contribute to these
efforts, we investigate spin transport through graphene in a high dielectric con-
stant environment in chapter  and we investigate the possibility of using two-
dimensional MoS as tunnel barriers in chapter .
. complex oxide spintronics
Another promising material for spintronics are the complex oxides and more specif-
ically for this thesis: Nb-doped SrTiO. While Nb:SrTiO can not match graphene’s
spin lifetimes, it certainly provides an interesting playground for spintronic appli-
cations []. The fact that it has a dielectric constant which varies with both tem-
perature and electric field, allows us to electrically control the type of spin which
transmits through the interface as we show in chapter .
Furthermore there are many complex oxides available with a wide range of ma-
terial properties such as: ferroelectricity, ferromagnetism, piezoelectricy and super
conductivity. Since these materials can easily be integrated with each other, this
leads to a wide range of possible device geometries such as: resistive RAM, ferro-
electric RAM, oxide spintronics, multiferroic devices and memristors [–].
. outlook
Predicting the next technology and the future in general is always difficult, but
given the current status we can give a reasonable outlook. From the previous sec-
tions it is clear that there are many potential follow-up technologies, despite omit-
ting many (premature) concepts. Also the shown technologies are relatively com-
patible with integrated circuits and probably relatively easy to incorporate with
current technologies. Based on this I would expect to see some of these technologies
to be integrated into devices in the coming  years.
Since there is such a wide spread in device metrics such as the performance and
energy consumption, many expect different concepts to be used in specialised chips
for certain purposes [, ]. The change in perspective was also the reason why the
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [], was rebooted in May
 and renamed into IEEE Rebooting Computing Initiative (RCI) and the Inter-
national Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS) []. These new roadmaps do
not focus on following Moore’s law, but instead diversify into different technologies
 . introduction
for specific applications. Examples from the initiative include: adiabatic/reversible
computing which could enable far lower power consumption; neuromorphic com-
puting for recognition problems; and memory-centric computing for a closer inte-
gration of memory and processor to prevent the shuﬄing of information back and
forth.
Although the initiative is quite recent, diversification of chips is not. The gaming
industry has mainly been responsible for the large demand of specialised chips
which focus on graphics processing. These chips are optimised for large amounts
of parallel processing. On the other hand, also the central processing unit (CPU)
has many varieties: from low power, relatively slow CPU’s for mobile phones and
embedded devices, to high performance CPU’s for servers.
Alternatively it is also possible that if further improvements to integrated cir-
cuits get too expensive we will see a new technology take over. This is also what we
saw in section . which started with mechanical gear calculators and ended with
the integrated circuits we see today. Perhaps the next computational technology will
be quantum computers [], bio inspired computing [] or DNA computing [].
. thesis outline
This thesis is build up into two parts. In the first part I will discuss background
information which is needed to understand most concepts in this thesis. Then in
chapter  I will first go into the theoretical background behind the experiments
and different materials which are used. In chapter  I will treat the experimental
concepts, such as device fabrication and how the measurements are performed.
Then in the second part of the thesis I will discuss the experimental results:
• In chapter  I will describe the results of non-local spin transport measure-
ments in graphene on an insulating SrTiO substrate. SrTiO has a dielectric
permitivity which is much higher that that of SiO and furthermore increases
by two orders of magnitude at low temperature. By performing temperature
dependent spin transport measurements, we try to understand the influ-
ence of a high dielectric permittivity environment on the spin transport in
graphene.
• Chapter  describes spin accumulation in semiconducting Nb-doped SrTiO.
Here we find that while cooling down the sign of the spin signal decreases and
becomes negative around K. Additionally below K the sign can also be
reversed by tuning the electric field at the interface (through the applied bias).
We attribute this behaviour to the highly non-linear dielectric permittivity
of Nb-doped SrTiO, which changes the spin polarisation of the injection
electrons via alteration of the tunnel barrier shape.
• In chapter  we investigate the possibility to use two-dimensional semicon-
ducting MoS as a tunable tunnel barrier between graphene and a metal elec-
trode. We find that the barrier shows tunnelling characteristics and a moder-
ate tunability of the barrier resistance with gate voltage.
.. thesis outline 
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This chapter will describe most of the theoretical background which is needed to
understand the material in this thesis. First a general introduction will be given
on spintronics and how spin currents can be generated and measured. Two differ-
ent measurement geometries will be treated: the non-local and the three terminal
geometry. In these geometries we use so called Hanle precession measurements to
characterise the spin lifetimes. This is followed by a brief description of the conduc-
tivity mismatch problem which can have a large influence on the spin accumulation
and transport. Then several different mechanisms which can cause spin relaxation
will be introduced. Next, the electrostatics of metal semiconductor interfaces will be
introduced and the last part introduces the materials used in this thesis: graphene,
MoS and (Nb:)SrTiO.
 . theoretical concepts
. spintronics
Spintronics is the field which studies the behaviour and manipulation of spins from
single or ensembles of electrons, nuclei, defects etc. In order to study the ensembles,
an imbalance needs to be generated between the spin-up and spin-down electrons.
This can be done in numerous ways such as by: polarised light [], with high spin-
orbit coupling materials [, ] or by using a ferromagnetic (FM) material []. In
this thesis FMs are used to create spin polarized currents in non-magnetic (NM)
materials. This is a commonly used method ever since the discovery of the giant
magnetoresistance (GMR) effect, for which a Nobel prize was awarded to its discov-
erers: Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg [, ]. A major reason for the prize was the
practical significance of the GMR effect, as the principle is still widely used in read
heads of hard drives and other devices.
In the following sections I will discuss how spin currents can be generated in
NM materials and which difficulties might arise during this process. Furthermore
I will discuss which measurement geometries and methods that can be used to
characterise the properties of electron spins in a material. Finally I will discuss
several mechanisms which can cause the spins to relax.
. spin injection and detection in non-magnetic materials
A charge current density can be viewed as the sum of both a spin-up (↑) and spin-
down (↓) current density, or J = J↑+J↓. If J↑ and J↓ are not equal a spin current density
is obtained of magnitude: Js = J↑ − J↓, where: J↑,↓ = −σ↑,↓∇µ↑,↓/q, and µ↑,↓ is the spin-
dependent chemical potential, σ↑,↓ is the spin-dependent conductivity and q is the
electron charge.
A common way to generate spin currents is by using FM materials. As shown
below, inside a FM there is an unequal amount of up- and down-spins, shown by
the red and blue arrows. The net magnetisation ~M of the FM is indicated by the
arrow and is not always in the same direction as the majority of the spins involved
in transport. Whenever a current is sent from the FM to the NM, the imbalance
of spins is transported into the NM. Because a NM is not magnetic, there can be no
imbalance between the spin species in equilibrium. Therefore at a certain distance
from the interface the imbalance will disappear through diffusion and relaxation of
the spins. The length scale associated with this relaxation is called the spin relax-




The net magnetisation depends on the density of states (DOS) difference of all occupied states be-
low Fermi level (EF). On the other hand the spin polarisation of the current is determined by the DOS
difference close to EF.
.. spin injection and detection in non-magnetic materials 
The origin of the magnetism in FMs can be found when looking at their density
of states (DOS), as shown below. At the Fermi level (EF) the DOS for spin-up and
spin-down electrons are different. This difference results in a spin dependent con-
ductivity, which for a diffusive system is given by the (spin dependent) Einstein
relation:
σ↑,↓ =D(E)↑,↓qν(E)↑,↓,
where the indices ↑,↓ denote a up-spin or down-spin, D is the diffusion constant, E
is the energy, q the electron charge and ν is the DOS. As we saw earlier, this leads to
different current densities for spin-up and spin down via J↑,↓ = −σ↑,↓∇µ↑,↓/q.
When a current is sent from the FM into a NM material, the spin imbalance
will be projected onto the DOS of the NM, which has a symmetric DOS. This gives
rise to a spin chemical potential difference, which is defined as: µs = (µ↓ − µ↑)/.
Furthermore we also define an average chemical potential: µ = (µ↓ + µ↑)/, which
is equal to the EF for metals and degenerate semiconductors [, p. ]. Since in
equilibrium µs = , as shown on the right, µs will decay as it moves further away











The decay of the spin chemical potential in the NM can be modelled by looking
at the Bloch equation in a steady-state [, p. ]:
d~µs
dt
=Ds∇~µs − ~µsτs = ,
where ~µs = (µx,µy ,µz) is the spin accumulation in three dimensions, Ds is the spin
diffusion constant and τs is the spin relaxation time. We can solve this equation for
one dimensional transport, for example in the x-direction. In an infinite D channel,
the boundary conditions are: µs(x = ∞) =  and µs(x = ) = µs,; where µs, is the
chemical potential at the FM/NM interface. This then leads to a general solution:
µs = µs,e−x/λs , where λs =
√
Dsτs and is called the spin relaxation length. Thus the
spin signal decays exponentially with distance away from the FM/NM interface,
inside the NM.
 . theoretical concepts












In order to detect a spin accumulation and char-
acterise the spin properties of a NM material,
another FM is placed at the other end of the NM
material, as shown on the right. These are re-
ferred to as local spin-valves. The arrows denote
the net magnetisation of the FM. To describe the
resistance of such a spin valve, often a so called
two-channel model is used [, ]. In this model
the spin channels are represented by resistances
R↑,↓, as shown in the figure on the right. Here we
neglect the resistance of the NM, as it is not spin
dependent. It follows from σ↑,↓ =D(E)↑,↓qν(E)↑,↓
and the fact that ν↑ , ν↓ for a FM, that the resis-
tances are different for the ↑ and ↓ channels. In
this example, when both FMs are parallel, spin-up (spin-down) electrons experience
a high (low) resistance in both FM layers. On the other hand in the case of anti-
parallel aligned FMs, both spin species experience once a high resistance and once
a low resistance. Thus in the case of parallel aligned electrodes a lower resistance is
expected than for the anti-parallel one.
. non-local spin valves
A non-local geometry can be used to probe spin currents, as shown in the figure. In
this geometry the current path is separated from the voltage detection contacts. The
contacts in the figure are denoted as numbered red blocks and depict FM contacts
which have a certain magnetisation along the x-direction, as shown in the top view.
The grey bar depicts the channel through which the electrons and spins can travel.
Spin polarised electrons are injected into the channel below the second ferro-
magnetic electrode (FM) and diffuse in all directions, as indicated by the black
gradient. The spins in the channel can be detected by the two voltage contacts FM
and FM. As there is no net current between electrodes FM and FM, but only
a spin current, this geometry should prevent spurious charge induced effects [].
However, in practise there can be (magnetic field dependent) background signals
due to Peltier/Seebeck effects or non-ideal contacts [–].
diffusing spins






























A better understanding of the
spin signals can be obtained by
looking at the spin dependent
chemical potential µs, as shown
on the vertical axis in the graph
on the right. The potential µs is
normalised by the spin chemical
potential at the injection point
µs,. The horizontal axis denotes
the length of the channel y, nor-
malised by the spin relaxation
length λs. The length of a single
dash y/λs = . Above the graph,
the measurement circuit is drawn, where the arrows denote the magnetisation direc-
tion of the different electrodes.
If a current is injected through the second FM contact, FM, it generates a spin
chemical potential potential indicated by the dotted lines in the graph as µFM↑ and
the black gradient around FM in the channel. The decay of the signal is due to the
aforementioned diffusion and relaxation of the spins. The amplitude of . below
the contacts is because electrons can diffuse into two directions, see section ...
At FM, spin-up electrons are extracted from the channel and this gives rise to a




↑ we obtain µ↑ as indicated by the red line.
A similar approach also gives µ↓, indicated by the blue line. Finally the spin signal
is probed by FM and FM, indicated by and respectively. In this case both
electrodes probe the potential of µ↑ and the size of the spin signal is proportional to
∆µs.
A magnetic field can be applied in the −x-direction in order to switch some
of the contacts into a different orientation. This is because the width of a contact
determines the field which is required to reverse its magnetisation. The narrower a
contact, the higher the field is needed to reverse its magnetisation. Since FM and












After switching both contacts,
a potential profile as shown on
the right is obtained. Here, FM
still injects spin-up electrons,
but FM now extracts spin-down
electrons. This is effectively the
same as an injection of spin-up
electrons. Thus also at FM, a
spin-up accumulation is created
and the potential of µ↑ = µFM↑ +
µFM↑ is increased. Finally FM now senses the spin-down channel, as indicated by
, and the measured ∆µs will have an opposite sign, as compared to the previous
configuration where all the electrodes were parallel.







A typical measurement of a non-local spin valve is
shown here on the right. For such a measurement, the
measured voltage is also referred to as the non-local
voltage Vnl and from this we can calculate the non-local
resistance Rnl = Vnl/I . The non-local voltage is measured,
while sweeping an in-plane magnetic field B. First, all
the electrodes are aligned into one direction, by apply-
ing a large in-plane magnetic field. Then the magnetic
field turned off and slowly ramped into the opposite di-
rection (indicated by the red and blue arrows), reversing
the magnetisation of the electrodes one-by-one (indi-
cated by the vertical arrows). At each reversal, a stepwise increase or decrease in the
non-local resistance is seen.
Note that this signal also has a significant background signal, due to the afore-
mentioned Peltier/Seebeck effects or non-ideal contacts [–]. Four switches can
be observed, because all contacts are within a few times the spin relaxation length.
However, it is usually preferred to only see a two switches ( ), as this miti-
gates the analyses of the spin signals. Preventing additional switches can be done by
placing the outer contacts at least a few λs away from the inner contacts, although
this is not always possible for practical reasons.
.. Non-local spin signals in a two-dimensional channel
Here I will briefly discuss how the size of the non-local resistance can be calculated.
Again we use the spin diffusion equation in the steady-state condition [, p. ]:
d~µs
dt
=Ds∇~µs − ~µsτs = ,
where ~µs = (µx,µy ,µz) is the spin accumulation in three dimensions, Ds is the spin
diffusion constant and τs is the spin relaxation time. Since for a D channel there is
no thickness and the spin accumulation is assumed to be constant across the width
of the flake, only the spin accumulation in one direction is considered.
diffusing spins






zThe boundary conditions for this case are
slightly different than the ones from section
.. This is because the spins can diffuse into
two directions, as shown by the black gradi-
ents moving away from contact  in the figure
on the right. The boundary conditions become:
µs(y = ±∞) = . This then leads to a general solution: µs = µs,/e−|y|/λs , where
λs =
√
Dsτs and µs, is the chemical potential below the injection contact and the
factor two comes from the fact that the electrons diffuse into two directions. The
size of µs, is given by:
µs, = qPiIRsqλs/W ,
where q is the electron charge, Pi is the polarisation of the injection electrode, I is
the current, Rsq is the square resistance and W is the width of the channel.
The spin chemical potential is then sensed by the two detection contacts: one
at a distance L from the injection contact and the other at infinity. This results in a
non-local voltage:
Vnl = Pd/q (µs(L)−µs(∞)) ,
.. three terminal measurements 






For simplicity it is usually assumed that Pi = Pd.
. three terminal measurements
Another possible measurement geometry is the three terminal measurement ge-
ometry. This geometry can be seen as a non-local geometry, where the two inner
contacts are merged, as shown below. The outer contacts are usually placed at dis-
tances many times the spin relaxation length and thus probe the equilibrium state
in the channel (µs = ). This measurement geometry can be advantageous when
the spin relaxation length is very short and thus spins can not reach a detector elec-
trode, within practical injector-detector distances in a non-local geometry. However,
there are also some drawbacks. Because in a three terminal geometry the same con-
tact is used for injection and detection of electron spins, the measured voltage drop
consists of both a charge and spin related part. This makes the three terminal (T)
geometry more prone to all kinds of spurious magnetoresistance (MR) effects, which
are sometimes hard to discern from a normal Hanle spin precession measurement.
See chapter . for an explanation of the Hanle effect and see reference [, chapter










.. Three terminal spin signals in a three dimensional channel
The fact that the three terminal geometry uses one electrode for both injection and
detection, results in an chemical potential beneath the FM contact, consisting of a
charge and spin related part: µT = µ + µs. The charge contribution comes from:
µ = (µ↓ +µ↑)/ and the spin contribution from:
µs = (µ↓ −µ↑)/ = qPiIρλs/A,
where Pi is the polarisation of the ‘injector’ contact, I is the current, ρ is the resistiv-
ity of the channel, λs is the spin relaxation length in the channel and A is the area of
the contact.
Since there is no charge current at the outer voltage contact nor a spin accumu-
lation, this means that the measured voltage drop is entirely determined by the
central contact. We then have:
VT = V + Pdµs/q = V + PdPiIρλs/A,
where V is the charge voltage drop which is determined by the resistance of the
FM/NM interface and the resistance of the channel below the contact and Pd is
 . theoretical concepts
the detector polarisation. Because this is the same contact as the injection one we
obtain:
VT = V + P
Iρλs/A.







When the center of mass of a spinning top (with angular
momentum ~L) is not directly above the contact point
with the ground, gravity ~Fg can exert a torque ~T on the
top. As a consequence the top will start precessing as
shown on the picture on the right [, p. ].
Similarly when an electron spin is subjected to a per-
pendicular magnetic field B⊥ it will start precessing.
Here the magnetic field and the spin angular momen-
tum are analogous to the gravitational force and angular momentum ~L from the
spinning top example. The precession frequency of the electron spin is known as
the Lamor frequency and is given by:
ωL = −gµBB⊥~ ,











The figure on the right shows Hanle
spin precession in a non-local geome-
try. Spins are injected on the left and
diffuse to the right where they are de-
tected. When a perpendicular mag-
netic field (Bz in the figure) is applied,
the spins start to precess. The rota-
tion angle of the electrons at the voltage probe depends on the size of the magnetic
field and the travel time of the electrons. The projection of the electron spin on the
magnetisation axis of the voltage contact determines the size of V . For clarity this
picture shows the case of a ballistic electron e− travelling the short-




× × , thus electrons perform a random walk and V will be a macro-





A plot of the measured non-local resistance versus the out-of-
plane magnetic field B is shown on the right. At B =  the elec-
tron spin will not precess, thus Rnl is maximum. Upon increas-
ing the magnetic field, the non-local resistance decreases and
becomes zero when the average projection of the spins is per-
pendicular to the magnetisation of the voltage probe. At slightly
higher field values the spins have rotated ° and Rnl < , but
.. hanle spin precession 
the size of Rnl here is smaller than at B = . The reduced Rnl is due to the different
travelling times of the individual electrons, which increases the spread in preces-
sion angles of the detected spins. If the magnetic field is increased even more, Rnl is
reduced again.
The observed behaviour of Rnl versus B can be modelled in the diffusive regime
by looking at the probability distribution of an electron which diffuses a distance L
from an injection towards a detection electrode as a function of time []:
PD(t) = (piDst)−/ e−L/(Dst).
We can include spin relaxation by multiplying the above with e−t/τs and we multiply
with cos(ωLt) to include spin precession:
P (t) = (piDst)−/ e−L/(Dst)e−t/τs cos(ωLt).








where the pre-factor 
√
Ds/τs comes from the boundary condition µs(L = ,B = ) =
µs,.
This integral can be solved with the help of a mathematical software, such as











Using this expression Ds and τs (and P if Rsq is known) can be extracted from Hanle
measurements.













In a three terminal (T) geometry spins are injected and de-
tected by the same contact, therefore the intuitive picture
sketched for Hanle measurements in a non-local geometry
is not valid. Instead, a T Hanle measurement can be vi-
sualised as shown on the right. Here a FM is shown which
injects a spin into a NM at t = t. An out-of-plane magnetic
field B dephases the injected spin. At t = t the next spin is
injected into the NM, while the t spin has rotated by a cer-
tain angle. Again a short while later at t = t an additional
spin is injected and the previously injected spins have both
rotated. This dephasing goes faster as the magnetic field is
increased, thus the spin accumulation underneath the FM
decreases at higher field values.
The dimensions of the inner contact are much larger
than the spin relaxation length λs and therefore the spin accumulation is constant
underneath the entire contact. Additionally, because all the dephasing occurs under-
neath the contact, drift and diffusion are not expected to influence the Hanle profile.
 . theoretical concepts
This can be viewed as a D system in steady-state, which is described by the Bloch






However, there can still be diffusion away from the FM/NM interface. Including











. conductivity mismatch problem
So far we have been neglecting an important aspect of spin injection from a well
conducting FM into a relatively poor conducting NM channel. Because of the large
mismatch in conductivity, spins can easily flow back into the FM contact where
they rapidly lose their initial spin, due to the short spin lifetime inside the FM. This
problem was first discussed by Schmidt et al. [] and is known as the conductivity
mismatch problem.
It turns out that the polarisation of the current injected into the NM PJ is not





where the spin resistance of the FM and NM are given by RNM, FM = λ
NM, FM
s /σNM, FM,
where λs is the spin relaxation length and σ is the conductivity. From this it is clear
that PJ = PFM only if RNM RFM.
In order to circumvent the problem of a reduced PJ in cases where RNM > RFM, a
highly resistive barrier can be inserted between the FM and NM, thereby changing





















Plotting PJ /PB versus RB/RNM shows that if RB is
smaller than RNM, the polarisation of the current
PJ is severely reduced. Once RB & RNM, PJ
is not affected anymore and the conductivity
mismatch has been circumvented.
.. spin relaxation 
. spin relaxation
Until now we have seen that the electron spin gets randomised on a typical time
scale, referred to as the spin relaxation time τs. But we have not discussed the mech-
anisms which can cause this relaxation.
In order to explain this, imagine an ensemble of spins with a total spin ~s and we
apply a magnetic field B in the z-direction. The equilibrium spin accumulation in
this field is given by sz and is zero in absence of B. Additionally there is a oscillat-
ing field ~B(t), so that the total field is given by ~B = Bzˆ + ~B(t). The time evolution of
the spin ensemble is then given by [, p. ]:
∂sx
∂t
= γ(~s × ~B)x − sxT ,
∂sy
∂t






= γ(~s × ~B)z − sz − szT .
Here γ = gµB/~ is the gyromagnetic ratio, with g the effective electron g-factor
and µB the Bohr magneton. The time T is the spin relaxation time and describes
the relaxation of a non equilibrium spin population to its equilibrium value. T is
the spin dephasing time and describes the dephasing of spin components trans-
verse to the magnetic field direction (in this case x and y). In experiments we often
measure the time T and in case of weak magnetic fields it is often the case that
T = T = τs, where τs is referred to as the spin relaxation time [, p. ].
Since spin dephasing and relaxation requires the presence of a magnetic field,
we have to find its sources. Besides externally applied magnetic fields, electrons
can also ‘see’ magnetic fields from their frame of reference, due to their momentum.








A simple example of SOC is the case of an hydro-
gen atom, where from the proton’s frame a negatively
charged electron orbits it. But from the electron’s frame
it is the other way around: it sees the proton moving.
Due to this moving charge, the electron sees a magnetic
field ~B. The magnetic moment ~µ of the electron will start
precessing around this field, just as we saw earlier with
Hanle precession in section ..
Here I will discuss two spin relaxation mechanisms
where the strength of the SOC depends on the electron’s momentum relaxation time
τp, namely the Elliott-Yaffet (EY) mechanism [, ] and the D’yakonov-Perel’ (DP)
mechanism []. Additionally I will also treat electric fields induced SOC.
T is also sometimes referred to as τ⊥ and T as τ‖.
 . theoretical concepts
.. Elliot-Yafet mechanism
The Elliott-Yaffet (EY) mechanism can be present in systems with and without an in-
version centre [, p. ] and the relaxation depends on spin-flip scattering events.
Each time the electron scatters (with an impurity, boundary, phonon etc.), there is
a finite chance of a spin-flip. The odds of a spin-flip are proportional to the SOC
strength. The relation between the spin relaxation τs and momentum scattering













where ESO = ~ωSO and EF = ~kFvF/ is the Fermi energy and kF,vF and λF are the
wave number, velocity and wavelength of an electron at the Fermi level and ωSO is
the SOC induced precession frequency.
.. D’yakonov-Perel’ mechanism
The D’yakonov-Perel’ (DP) mechanism is only present in systems without spatial
inversion symmetry, such as GaAs [, p. ]. As opposed to EY, in the DP pic-
ture, electrons lose their information in between scattering events. This is due to the
fact that in these systems the SOC manifests as an effective magnetic field, causing
spin precession in between scattering events. Since the SOC is momentum depen-
dent, electrons precess with a given frequency (or dephase) until they scatter into
a different momentum state. The net effect of this momentum scattering is the ran-
domisation of the precession frequencies (an effect known as motional narrowing [,





Thus more scattering leads to higher spin lifetimes for the DP mechanism.
.. Electric field induced spin-orbit coupling
The SOC induced by internal or external electric fields is usually referred to as
Bychkov-Rashba (BR) SOC [, , ]. BR SOC is only present in materials which:
lack inversion symmetry, where it is is broken by an electric field (such as Schottky
barriers of section .) or at interfaces and surfaces. It is a much broader concept
and actually is the origin of spin precession in the diffusive regime of the DP mech-
anism [, p. ]. The concept is thus the same: an electric field is perceived as a
magnetic field by the moving electron. This magnetic field is also referred to as the
Rashba field BR and the magnitude is given by [, p. ]:
BR = αR(E) kFgµB ,
where αR is the Rashba parameter, kF is the wave number at the Fermi level, g ≈ 
is the g-factor and µB is the Bohr magneton. The Rashba parameter can be tuned by
the electric field strenght E, thus thereby modulating the spin relaxation.



















When a metal is brought into direct contact with a
semiconductor and their Fermi levels are not equal,
charges will flow from one to the other in order
to equalise the Fermi levels. On the right we see a
situation where a metal was placed on a electron
doped (n-doped) semiconductor and the semiconduc-
tor’s Fermi level was above that of the metal. Con-
sequently, electrons were transferred to the metal
side, leaving behind positively charged ions of the
semiconductor. Because these ions are fixed and their
density is quite low (∼  cm−), ions are present at
a relatively large distance from the interface, called
the depletion width W . At the metal side, negative
charges will screen the positive charges of the semi-
conductor. They will actually accumulate in a much
thinner region than shown and the areas of the neg-
ative and positive charges should be the same to be
charge neutral.
Between the opposing charges an electric field is
generated. The field distribution inside the semiconductor can be found by using
Poisson’s equation: ∇φ(x) = −qND/s, where φ(x) is the electrostatic potential, q
the electron charge, ND the donor density and s is the dielectric permittivity of the
semiconductor. The electric field E can be found by integrating both sides and using
the boundary conditions E(W ) =  and E() = Emax:
∇φ(x) = E(x) = qND(W − x)/s = Emax − qNDx/s.
Integrating a second time gives the electrostatic potential:
φ(x) = φb − qxNDW − xs ,








A bias voltage Vb can be applied between
the metal and semiconductor, such that elec-
trons are pushed from the semiconductor to
the metal. This pushes the semiconductor
bands up, relative to EF at the metal side.
Consequently, the barrier height is reduced
for electrons and a current can flow in this direction. This is also referred to as the
forward bias regime. On the other hand in the reverse bias regime, electrons will
be pushed from the metal to the semiconducting side. The bias does not decease
the barrier height seen by the electrons on the metal side, because the majority of
the voltage drop will happen across the highest resistance in the circuit. Which in
this case is the barrier region. Only electrons which happen to have a very high ther-
mal energy can surpass the barrier, thus severely limiting the current in the reverse
direction.





|ai | = .Å
A B
carbon
Graphite consists of layers of graphene, held together
by weak van-der Waals forces at an inter layer spacing
of . nm. The graphene layers are build up of car-
bon atoms which are arranged in a hexagonal lattice.








and ~a = a/
〈
,−√〉 ,
where a = .Å is the carbon-carbon distance. The unit cell contains two atoms
labelled A and B, which are not equivalent. As a result there is a so called valley







EnergyEver since the first isolation of graphene in 
[], it has attracted a lot of attention, due to its re-
markable charge and spin transport properties. The
charge transport properties of graphene are due
to the special band structure of graphene. At en-
ergy values close to the Fermi level, graphene has
a linear dispersion. This means that the energy E
depends linearly on the wave vector k and is given
by: E ≈ ±~vF|~k|, where ~ is the reduced Planck con-
stant, vF ≈  m/s is the Fermi velocity and ~~k = ~p is the momentum for a wave like
particle []. This is vastly different from the usual case where the velocity changes
considerably with energy, because E = p/(me), where me is the electron mass and
v = p/me =
√
E/me.
The dispersion relation of graphene actually resembles the energy of relativis-
tic particles, which are described by the massless Dirac equation and travel at the
speed of light–only in graphene the charges are moving at vF, which is about 
times lower than the speed of light. Due to this analogy, electrons in graphene are
referred to as Dirac fermions and the cone in the E −~k diagram is called a Dirac cone.
The origin of graphene’s favourable spin transport properties is twofold: Firstly
carbon has a low atomic mass Z, thus spin-orbit strength should be low since it in-
creases with Z [, p. ]. Secondly graphene consists of ∼  % C [, p. ],
which has no nuclear spin. Based on these arguments, spin relaxation times of µs
were expected [, p. ]. However, the first experimentally obtained values were
around - ps at room temperature []. Although the exact reason for the
large discrepancy is unknown, a lot of factors seem to influence the measured spin
lifetimes such as the: substrate [], contacts [] and graphene cleanliness [].
Nevertheless, graphene has a longer spin relaxation length than metals and semi-
conductors at room temperature [, table ].
. molybdenum disulfide
In the wake of graphene’s success, many more D materials were ‘discovered’. Many
were already known for years, but had not been investigated as single layered ma-
terials. A special class within the D materials are the transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs). Their general formula is MX, where M is a transition metal atom
(such as: Mo, W, etc.) and X is a chalcogen (S, Se, Te, etc.).
.. strontium titanate 
One of these TMDs is MoS and is a semiconductor, whose properties depend
on the amount of layers which are used. Single layer MoS has a direct bandgap of
. eV, but from two layers onwards it becomes an indirect semiconductor and its
bandgap goes towards . eV for bulk MoS []. This is also shown below, where
the data has been taken from K. F. Mak et al. and redrawn.
Analogous to other D materials, bulk MoS is build up from individual lay-
ers of a few atoms thick and are bound by van der Waals forces. In contrast to
graphene’s purely two dimensional structure, the S atoms of MoS stick out of the
plane defined by the Mo atoms. From the top it can be seen that the atoms are ar-
ranged in a hexagon lattice, where one Mo and two S atoms make up the unit cell
(the second S atom sits below the first).
     
Bulk bandgap = . eV




























SrTiO (STO) is a well known insulator with an indi-
rect bandgap of . eV and a direct bandgap of .
eV in the complex oxides material class []. The unit
cell of STO is shown on the right, where Sr ions are
found at the corners, a Ti ion sits at the centre which is
surrounded by an octahedron of oxygen ions. This ar-
rangement is also called a perovskite crystal structure.
In equilibrium all the ions in STO compensate each
others ionic charges. However if, for example the oxy-
gen ion is displaced slightly from its central position,
the unit cell will have a net directional polarisation
~P . The disturbance of the equilibrium can be done by
application of stress, defects or an electric field ~E.
At room temperature STO is a linear dielectric, where upon the application of an
electric field the material polarises according to ~P = χ~E, where  is the permittiv-
ity of vacuum and χ is the dielectric susceptibility. This behaviour is also referred
to as paraelectricity, analogous to paramagnetism. In case of STO the χ ≈  is
quite high (compared to for example SiO where χ = .) and it varies slightly from
 . theoretical concepts







E = . kV/mm
E =  kV/mm
Temperature (K)
Dielectric susceptibility χ ()When STO is cooled down to a few Kelvin its
dielectric susceptibility increases towards × ,
where a rapid increase sets in below  K as shown
in a redrawn figure from reference []. Although
there is some spread in χ from sample to sample,
usually it reaches χ >  at K.
The reason for this large increase is that as STO
cools down, it comes closer to a transition temper-
ature or Curie temperature TC. In this regime the
dielectric susceptibility of a material is described
by the Curie-Weiss law: χ = C/ (T − TC), where C is
a material constant and T the temperature. Since
the Curie-Weiss law diverges at T ≈ TC, it can only
be used at T > TC. In reference [] they find TC = . K, when fitted in a range
 < T < .
At T < TC the material wants to go into a ferroelectric phase and thus obtain a
spontaneous polarisation. However, despite the fact that a double well potential de-
velops in the vertical direction, STO does not become ferroelectric. This is because
the O atoms are light enough to tunnel through the energy barrier [, p. ] and
STO is therefore also referred to as a quantum paraelectric [].
Another property of the dielectric susceptibility is its high sensitivity to electric




 + E and b(T ) = .× 
 + .× T ,
where r = χ+  and the units of E are in V/cm. The results are shown in the graph
above. Note that the effect is quite large, especially at low temperatures.
.. Semiconducting strontium titanate
STO is an insulator, but can become semiconducting when oxygen vacancies are
introduced or when n-doped with Nb at the Ti sites. Nb doped STO, or Nb:STO,
inherits some properties from its parent compound, such as a electric field and tem-
perature dependent dielectric permittivity. On the other hand, it is a semiconductor
whose properties behave differently then most other semiconductors. For example,
there is no carrier freeze out in Nb:STO, but conductivity actually goes up with
decreasing temperature []. This is due to a decrease of the donor bound energy
ED ∝ −r at low temperatures due to a increase of the relative dielectric permittivity
r = χ+  of STO [].
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This chapter introduces most of the experimental methods used for the research in
this thesis. First the exfoliation and transfer of D materials on different substrates
will be treated. Then the preparation procedure for SrTiO (STO) substrates is ex-
plained. This is followed by the fabrication procedure of the electrical contacts on
the D material based and the three terminal samples. Finally the details of the
setup for electrical measurements is discussed together with the measurement cir-
cuits which were used.
 . experimental concepts
. exfoliation







Google Scholar resultsEver since the first isolation of and measure-
ments on a two-dimensional (D) material in
 [], there has been a major growth in re-
search on D materials. The graph displays the
amount of Google Scholar results for a certain
material per year. Notice the increase in results
around  for graphene and around  for
MoS and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN).
A major reason for the popularity of
graphene and other D material research is the
accessibility of the method which was used to
isolate a single layer. The only tools which are
needed are: an oxidised Si wafer, a microscope, patience and some Scotch tape. The
method is therefore also known as the Scotch tape method.
The basis of the method relies on the fact that the bulk materials are build up
from single layers stacked on top of each other and held together by relatively weak
van der Waals bonds. Since the atoms in a layer are bonded by, much stronger, co-
valent bonds, several layers can be peeled of. Repeating this process a few times
eventually can result in a single layer.
In practise we applied some Nitto semiconductor wafer tape (which has less
glue than regular tape) to a bulk crystal and removed it. This usually peals off thick
layers from the bulk crystal. These thick layers could be thinned further, by placing
another tape on the first piece and removing it. Usually this process was repeated
- times, until transparent areas could be seen on the tape, signifying very thin
regions.
Then the tape was placed on a piece Si wafer with an SiO thickness of  nm.
The SiO thickness is actually of great importance, since it determines the contrast
of the material on top []. Furthermore the substrate could be heated before or after
the tape was applied and optionally combined with an oxygen plasma cleaning step,
in order to increase the yield of large single layer flakes [].
After removing the tape an optical microscope was used to find suitable flakes.
The thickness could be very well estimated by measuring the contrast of a flake,
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optical contrast per graphene layer
.. exfoliation 
Additionally the thickness can be verified using an atomic force microscope
(AFM) [] or Raman spectroscopy []. Although with AFM it can be difficult to
judge the height, due to possible polymer remains on the flake and/or different
interactions between the AFM tip and the substrate versus the tip and the flake [].
.. Exfoliation on PDMS
Another possibility is to exfoliate on a piece of transparent polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) []. The advantages of this method is that once a flake is found, it can eas-
ily be transferred on top of another flake. This enables more complex device ge-
ometries, as many D materials have different electrical properties. Also for some
materials, such as MoS, it is easier to get relatively large and thin flakes on PDMS.
Exfoliation on PDMS is slightly different than on SiO. When exfoliating on
PDMS it is important that the tape, containing the bulk material, is quickly pulled
off. This is because flakes do not stick very well to PDMS upon slow movements,
but do stick when the tape is quickly removed. Because of the low adhesion of
flakes on PDMS for slow movements, they could later easily be transferred on top of
another flake and/or on a different substrate.
µm
On PDMS On SiO
Once exfoliated, it turns out that
some materials such as graphene are
very hard to see due to limited contrast,
but a transition metal dichalcogenide
(TMD) such as MoS has a better con-
trast on PDMS. An example of MoS
contrast increment on PDMS and SiO is shown. On PDMS the flake seems brighter
the thicker it gets, because its brightness is solely determined by the reflected light
off the flake. On the other hand, when it is on  nm SiO, it also starts changing
colour after a few layers, because the colour is determined by the reflected light of
the flake plus the reflected light which also went through the SiO. This makes it
harder to judge the layer thickness.
After locating a proper flake it could be transferred to another substrate or on
top of anther D material as follows: . The PDMS stamp was on a supporting glass
slide and was mounted in a modified UV mask aligner. Using the micro manipu-
lators the flakes were aligned. . After adjusting, the glass slide with PDMS stamp
was lowered until contact was made with the target substrate. Preferably the initial
contact point was some distance away from the flake which should be transferred.
Then the contact pressure is increased slightly so the fringes (who outline the con-
tact area) move slowly past the flake. . Once passed the flake, the pressure was
decreased so the fringes move back. Because flakes do not stick well to PDMS upon







. Transfer . Release
 . experimental concepts
. pick-up and transfer of flakes
Another method of stacking flakes on top of each other is the so called pick-up
method []. Using this, flakes can be picked up from a substrate and if desired
be used as a base to pick up more flakes. Afterwards, the stack or flake can be de-
posited onto another substrate. This method is also convenient when the contrast
of the D material is very low on the target substrate (such as graphene on SrTiO
(STO)).
In short, this method relies on a sticky film of polycarbonate (PC) (Sigma Aldrich),
which was made from solution of  wt.% PC dissolved in chloroform. ) The PC
film was spanned across a PDMS stamp, which was mounted on a glass slide. After
aligning the PDMS stamp with the target flake, it was slowly lowered onto the flake.
The substrate was then heated to ∼ ◦C in order to adhere the PC film to the flake.
Once cooled down, the stamp was retraced taking the flake with it. ) The first sub-
strate was swapped for a new one and the stamp is lowered once again. ) However,
now the substrate was heated to ∼ ◦C, which melted the PC film. When the
stamp was retracted, the flake and the film were left on the substrate [].







. Release (∼ ◦C)
The PC film was removed by placing the substrate in ◦C chloroform for a few
hours up to overnight. In between the chloroform was refreshed. Before the sample
was taken out of the chloroform, it was refreshed three times; then replaced by iso-
propyl alcohol (IPA), which was also refreshed three times. During this procedure
the sample stayed submerged in fluid the entire time. After drying the sample, an
AFM was used to verify whether most of the PC had been rinsed off.










SrTiO (STO) () consists of alternating planes of
SrO and TiO. The layer which is at the surface of the
substrate is referred to as the terminating layer. When
substrates are bought, they usually contain a mixed ter-
mination. It is usually preferred to have a single TiO
terminating layer across the entire surface, because it is
chemically more stable.
.. contact fabrication 
In order to get a TiO terminated surface a standard procedure was followed
[, ]. First the sample was ultrasonicated for  minutes in de-ionised (DI) water
to remove SrO through hydrolyses, where HO + SrO→ Sr(OH). Next the Sr(OH)
was removed by ultrasonication for  s in buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF). Finally
the substrate was ultrasonically rinsed for  minutes in DI water. The surface then
had terraces with rough edges, as shown on the AFM height scan. In order to get
straight terraces, the sample was annealed at  ◦C for .- hours, depending on
the width of the terraces. The width of the terraces are determined by the miscut
angle of the substrate.
µm







The samples which were made for this thesis can be divided into two classes: the
D material based samples of chapters  and  and the three terminal devices of
chapter . Both of which had slightly different contact fabrication procedures and
therefore will be treated separately.
.. Two dimensional material based samples
The contact fabrication procedure was as fol-
lows:
. A layer of AR-P . EBL resist from
Allresist was spin coated at  rpm.
For STO substrates, an additional layer
of conductive Aquasave was spin coated,
to prevent charge accumulation during
electron beam lithography (EBL).
. After baking, a scratch was made in the
polymer. This was then used as a reference







. Using EBL, alignment markers were written in the resist at  kV, with an
µm aperture and a dose of µCcm−.
. After developing for  seconds in methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK):IPA :
mixture, the markers were visible. The large ( mm) markers can be seen in
the corners of the image and the small (µm) markers are in the corners of
the central rectangle.
 . experimental concepts
.
flake
contactsA contact design was made, where the makers were used for
alignment w.r.t. the flake. If magnetic contacts were used, sev-
eral things had to be taken into account for the design of the
contacts on the flake. First the width of the contacts was varied
in a pattern of (,,,,,) ×  nm, to prevent neighbouring
contacts from having similar switching fields. Secondly, the last
stretch of the contact had two ° angles, to prevent domain
propagation.
. Using a second EBL step, small contacts (in a  by µm area) were ex-
posed at  kV with an µm aperture. Large contacts (in the  by mm
area), were exposed at  kV with an  or µm aperture. All contacts were
exposed with a dose of µCcm−, except for structures with a dimension
≤  nm, for which the dose was increased with a factor .-..
. After development of the exposed areas, the sample was loaded into an elec-
tron beam evaporator. When the system reached a pressure p < × − mbar,
most depositions could start. Only for tunnel barriers and Co contacts the
pressure was lowered to p . × − mbar by evaporating Ti.
. For non magnetic contacts  nm of Ti was evaporated as a sticking layer,
followed by  nm of Au.
For magnetic contacts first an Al tunnel barrier was evaporated in two
. nm steps. After each layer, the Al was oxidised by flushing the chamber
with O for ∼  mins (up to a pressure of ∼  mbar). This was followed
by evaporation of  nm Co and  nm of Au or Al, to prevent the Co from
oxidising.
. Lift-off was done in  ◦C acetone for ∼  mins and rinsed with IPA.
. The back of the sample was glued to a chip carrier using silver paste, which
functioned as the back gate. In case of magnetic contacts, the direction of the
small contacts on the flake w.r.t. the chip carrier (and thus the magnetic field)
was important. The large bar indicates the direction of the small FM contacts,
which are shown on the right. Finally, Al wire bonds connect the contacts on










.. contact fabrication 
.. Three terminal devices
The device fabrication of the three terminal devices was as follows:
. A Nb:STO substrate was chemically treated to obtain a fully TiO terminated
surface.
. The sample was loaded into a deposition system and pumped down to a pres-
sure p < − mbar. Then O gas was introduced in the load lock three times
and pumped again, in order to clean all the lines from any non-oxygen gasses.
Next an oxygen plasma was ignited to remove organic residues from the sur-
face. This was done for  minutes at a oxygen pressure of . mbar and a
power of  W. The plasma was at some distance away from the substrate,
to prevent energetic oxygen ions from damaging the substrate.
Nb:SrTiO
TiO terminated
. Only chemical treatment
Nb:SrTiO
O plasma
. Cleaning organic residue
organics
. After the cleaning, the chamber was pumped down to p < − mbar. A thin
layer (∼  nm) of Al was evaporated and oxidised to form AlO using the
same O plasma as before.
. After pumping the chamber down to p < − mbar,  nm of Co and  nm














. ArA photo resist (PR) was spin coated on
the sample and with UV-lithography
contacts were defined over the entire
sample. Using Ar ion beam etching (IBE)
pillar structures were etched. The central
pillars have dimensions ranging from
 ×  up to  × µm. The outer
reference contacts are several times larger, so the central contact always has
the highest resistance.












Next the etched trenches around the
pillars were filled up with  nm of
AlOx by e-beam evaporation. Then a
new UV-lithography step was used to
define the contact pads which consist
of Ti( nm) and Au( nm). Next the
sample was wire bonded onto a chip
carrier. The bonds on the sample were
placed directly on the Ti/Au above the AlOx, to prevent bond wires piercing
into the pillars or making direct contact with the semiconducting Nb:STO
substrate.
. electrical measurements
Most electrical measurement setups at the Physics of Nanodevices group were very
similar, except for some small details. In all setups the sample could be loaded into
a vacuum can (p < − mbar), to prevent samples from oxidising. Around the
vacuum can was an electromagnet, which could generate magnetic fields up to ±.
T, depending on the setup and pole separation. Additionally, some setups had a














The measurements were controlled via a
computer which was running either LabView
or (Python based) QT lab measurement soft-
ware. The computer was connected to either
a lock-in amplifier (SR) for AC measure-
ments, or to a Keithley  for DC measure-
ments. The output of these went to an IV mea-
surement box. Although this was optional for
the Keithleys, which could be connected di-
rectly to the switch box. The IV measurement
box converted Vout to a current, in a range
from  pA/V to  mA/V.
The signals from the Keithley or the IV
measurement box were sent to a switch box,
which was used to make a physical connection
to the contacts on the sample. There were
different switch boxes in use, but most contain
a filter to reduce noise and which adds kΩ
and a capacitance of  nF to each contact.
The return signals from the switch box
either went directly to the Keithley or went
via the IV measurement box. The IV measurement box could amplify the return
signal with a factor  to . Then the signals were sent to the lock-in or Keithley,
which could be read out by the computer.
Additionally a second Keithley could be connected to the back of the substrate,
in order to gate the channel of the device.
.. measurement circuits 
. measurement circuits
Using the switch box three different circuits could be set up, where each measured a
different part of the device and/or parts of the setup.
First of all the  probe geometry measured all the resistances in the circuit: the
leads and filters Rf (where usually the filters have a larger resistance than the leads),
the resistance of the contacts/interface/area below the contact Rc (where usually the
interface dominates) and finally the resistance of the channel Rchannel.
Secondly in a  probe geometry we could single out Rf +Rc, because the voltage
probes only measure a potential difference in parts where a current was running. As
mentioned, Rf is usually dominated by the filters with a known resistance, thus Rc









































channel × not contributing filters + leads contacts
.. Lock-in amplifiers
For some measurements the signals were very small compared to the noise. In order
to recover the signal, a lock-in amplifier was used. A lock-in sends out a sinusoidal
reference signal Vout = VL sin(ωLt +θL). This signal was converted to a current in our
lab using the IV measurement box and sent to the sample. The return signal from
the sample was also a sinusoidal signal Vin = Vsig sin(ωrt +θsig), which again went the
IV measurement box.
Both signals were then multiplied in the lock-in by the phase-sensitive detector:










[ωr +ωL]t +θsig +θref
)]
.
After passing the signal through a low pass filter, in order to remove all AC signals,









The result is a DC signal which is proportional with the signal amplitude Vsig.
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SPIN TRANSPORT IN GRAPHENE ON SrTiO
ABSTRACT
Graphene is a promising material in spintronics due to the predicted long intrinsic
spin relaxation time up to µs and extremely high charge carrier mobilities. How-
ever, in spite of extensive experimental endeavours, the measured spin relaxation
time falls orders of magnitude below the theoretical predictions. This is mainly
because it is strongly limited by extrinsic factors related to its local environment.
New understanding has recently emerged on the influence of extrinsic factors by
studying the charge transport in graphene on SrTiO substrates, along with its tem-
perature dependence. Here we use the electronically rich platform of SrTiO to
study the complex interdependence of the increasing relative permittivity with de-
creasing temperature on spin transport in graphene. We associate the temperature
dependence of the spin transport parameters in graphene to the modulation of the
electric field at the SrTiO surface due to the presence of intrinsic electric dipoles.
R. Ruiter, S. Chen, V. Makthar, A. M. Kamerbeek, T. Banerjee
under consideration for Scientific Reports
 . spin transport in graphene on strontium titanate
. introduction
Charge and spin transport parameters in two-dimensional graphene is strongly in-
fluenced by extrinsic factors related to its local environment. Extrinsic influences
range from adatoms [], the choice of the underlying substrate (suspended, encap-
sulated or high relative permittivity) [, ], and the quality of the contacts [, ].
Earlier works have shown that the carrier mobility in graphene can be limited by
these extrinsic factors, due to scattering with phonons and the screening efficiency
of different substrates [, ]. Studying the robustness of charge and spin transport
to its local environment is important for the design of new electronic and optoelec-
tronic devices with graphene.
In this context SrTiO (STO) is an interesting choice as a substrate for several
reasons. First, STO has a remarkably large relative permittivity r of  at room
temperature that increases non-linearly to >  at K []. Furthermore the rela-
tive permittivity is strongly influenced by an electric field. Second, STO undergoes
a ferroelastic transition changing from cubic (a = .Å) to tetragonal symme-
try (c/a = .) at T = K []. This is accompanied by structural domains
that can be moved with an external gate-bias []. While the high r in STO can
screen Coulomb potentials, originating from impurities on the substrate or on top
of graphene, the movement of structural ferroelastic domains in STO at low tem-
peratures, could lead to potential modulations which cause local fluctuations in
the carrier density of graphene. Thus STO offers an electronically rich platform to
modulate and control the electronic transport in graphene-based devices.
Recent studies have reported on the charge transport in graphene on STO [,
–], in order to understand the influence of the high r and its role in impurity
screening and thereby improving the charge mobility µ in graphene []. However,
the first experiments by Couto et al. did not show a large increase in mobility as
compared to graphene on SiO. It was shown that the mobility of graphene is not
limited by impurities of an electrostatic nature, which can be screened by STO,
but rather by pseudomagnetic fields induced by random strain fluctuations from
the substrate []. More recently Sachs et al. studied the charge transport at  and
K and observed a slight increase in the mobility at low carrier densities and a
hysteresis in the sheet resistance upon applying a gate voltage []. These features
were also observed in a temperature dependent (between  and K) study by
Saha et al. [].
In spite of these charge transport studies in graphene on STO, the influence of
the substrate on spin transport in graphene are unknown. In this work, we investi-
gate the role of the large, temperature dependent, non-linear relative permittivity
on spin transport in graphene and across the ferroelastic transition of STO.
. device fabrication
In order to pursue this, lateral spin valves of exfoliated graphene on TiO termi-
nated STO were fabricated. One side polished STO () substrates (Crystec GmbH)
were treated with a standard protocol [, ] to achieve a TiO terminated surface.







An atomic force microscope image of
the TiO terminated STO substrate after
surface treatment and annealing at  ◦C
is shown here. The inset shows a height
profile of the terrace steps.
Next, graphite (grade ZYA) was exfoli-
ated on a clean SiO/Si wafer and single
layers of graphene were selected based on
optical contrast. A × µm flake was transferred from the SiO to the desired area





     
Electrical contacts were defined using
electron beam lithography and deposited
using electron beam evaporation in multi-
ple steps. A tunnel barrier was deposited
in a two-step process: first .nm of alu-
minium was deposited and oxidised for 
minutes in a pure oxygen atmosphere (up
to a pressure of ∼  mbar). This step was
repeated once more to obtain a ∼ nm thick
AlOx tunnel barrier. Thereafter nm of
cobalt was deposited to make the ferromag-
netic contacts and were capped with a nm
aluminium layer, to prevent the cobalt from oxidising. A false coloured scanning
electron microscope image of the final device, used for spin dependent measure-
ments, is shown here on the right. The substrate was bonded on a chip carrier using
silver paste, which serves as the back gate for our transport measurements.
. measurement method







yThe spin transport measurements
were done using a non-local geom-
etry, as shown here. This geome-
try separates the charge current
path from the voltage contacts to
exclude spurious signals. In this
configuration both spin valve as









Spin valve measurements were performed
by sweeping an in-plane magnetic field B in
the y-direction. Simultaneously, the non-local
resistance Rnl = V /I was measured, using
lock-in techniques at frequencies < Hz. Two
different Rnl levels as a function of B were
observed: one for a parallel R↑↑ and one for
an anti-parallel R↑↓ orientation of the inner
contacts ( and ). The outer contacts are far
away and their contributions do not appear in the measurement [].
 . spin transport in graphene on strontium titanate
Additionally Hanle precession measurements were performed. For these mea-
surements the inner electrodes were in a ↑↑ or ↑↓ configuration and the B-field is
swept out-of-plane (z-direction), while measuring Rnl, as shown in the figure on the
left. Spins injected at contact  precess around the B-field, thereby changing the
projected spin component along the y-direction when they were detected at con-
tact  (  ↑ ↑↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ . B ). A common background was subtracted to
obtain the pure spin signal using: Rs = /(R↑↑ −R↑↓). The data after background
subtraction is shown on the right and it was fitted with the steady state solution
to the Bloch equation in the diffusive regime [, ]. From this, the spin diffusion
constant Ds and the spin relaxation time τs were obtained and the spin relaxation



















τs =  ±  ps
Ds = ±  cm/s
T =  K
L = µm
. temperature dependent spin transport
In order to investigate the influence of r on spin transport, temperature dependent
Hanle measurements were performed. The sample was cooled down to  K and
stepwise heated up to  K. At each temperature three measurements were done: a
spin valve measurement, a parallel and anti-parallel Hanle.
The measurements were done in a non-local geometry, as shown below. This
geometry allowed for a simultaneous measurement in two different parts of the
graphene, with inner electrode spacings of . and µm. A current is injected (ex-
tracted) by contact  () and detected by V and V and a magnetic field is applied
perpendicular to the graphene plane (z-direction) for Hanle measurements and
along the y-direction for spin valve measurements.







.. temperature dependent spin transport 






















The extracted spin parameters (Ds, τs)
are shown together with the calculated
λs =
√
Dsτs. Both Ds and τs show a visible
increase from  to K, after which they
decrease until RT, with a small dip around
K. No spin signal was measured be-
low K for the electrode spacing of µm.
This is likely due to the fact that the mag-
netisation of either contact  or , or both,
were not properly magnetised along the
easy (x) axis of the contact. Also note the
difference in τs between the two different
electrode spacings. This can be explained
by the fact that our contacts were inva-
sive [], which occurs when the contact
resistance Rc is relatively low compared
to the square resistance of graphene R.
In this case they were Rc =  − kΩ and
R ≈ kΩ.
L Vg Ds Dc τs
µm V cm/s cm/s ps
  () ()
.  ()  () () ()
  ()  () () ()
  () () () ()
Since the invasiveness of the contacts
depend on the R and thereby influence
the spin parameters, it is important to
know if and how R changes with the ap-
plication of a gate voltage or at different
temperatures. Therefore Ds and τs were
measured at different gate voltages Vg at
K for different inner contact separations
L. Note that τs and Ds increases slightly at
higher Vg (or n) for most measurements.
Additionally, the charge diffusion coef-











where R is the square resistance of graphene, q the electron charge, ν is the density
of states (DOS) of graphene, ~ is the reduced Planck constant, vF ≈ m/s is the
Fermi velocity, gv =  and gs =  are the twofold valley and spin degeneracies and









where  is the permittivity of vacuum, r =  is the relative permittivity of
STO at K [], d = .mm is the thickness of the dielectric and VCNP is the gate
voltage at the charge neutrality point (CNP). Only for two measurements Dc was
calculated, since R of graphene on STO shows hysteresis and can change with
time []. Therefore for an accurate comparison of Ds and Dc, the spin and charge
properties need to be measured simultaneously, or we can compare them if Vg = .
At Vg = V the carrier densities were calculated using VCNP(L = .µm) = .V and
VCNP(L = µm) = .V and the obtained values for Dc roughly match with Ds.
 . spin transport in graphene on strontium titanate





In order to get a quantitative measure of R and n of
graphene on STO with temperature, another sample was
prepared where the contacts were positioned in a Hall
geometry. However, instead of ferromagnetic contacts,
Ti()/Au(nm) contacts were used. An optical image of
the device is shown on the right, where the graphene flake
has been outlined.
For a better correlation between the charge transport
parameters of this device and the one used for spin transport, the gate sweep proto-
col (used to find VCNP) was kept similar. This is of importance, due to the complex
and slow relaxation of the surface dipoles []. The protocol was as follows: ) Cool-
ing the sample to K, ) applying a gate sweep starting at V to −V to V and
back to V, ) heating up the sample while measuring n at various temperatures.
During this measurement VCNP of graphene was found at V.






gate applied at low temperatureThe carrier density n showed a com-
plex behaviour with temperature. First
the carrier type changed around , 
and  K. Similar changes were seen in
earlier work and were associated with the
slow relaxation, of several hours at room
temperature, of STO’s surface dipoles [].
Second, when the carrier type changes
this can result in an artificially high car-
rier density. Seen in this case around 
and  K and denoted by . This is likely
due to the fact that close to the CNP both electrons and holes were present in the
graphene. For both charges the Lorentz force was in the same direction and no net
charge was built up at the sides of the channel. This gave rise to a small transverse
resistance Rxy and an artificial high n, via n = B/(qRxy). Third, the trend of n versus
T , closely resembles the trend of r vs. T of STO, especially visible at T < K [].















The resemblance is clearer when the
same measurement is repeated without
applying a gate at low temperature and
thereby getting rid of the complex relax-
ation of the surface dipoles of STO. The
remaining trend of n versus T shows a
clear analogy with r of STO, as shown in
the inset. The resemblance is due to the
fact that negatively charged oxygen atoms
protruded from the TiO terminated
STO surface [] and strongly doped the
graphene towards the hole regime at K. When the temperature was increased, the
dielectric permittivity r of STO decreases. As a consequence the induced hole dop-
ing is lowered, since n ∝ rE, where E is the electric field generated by the surface
dipoles. Since the measured n comprises of external doping (from water, polymer
residues etc.) plus doping induced by the substrate dipoles, the flake can even end
up in the electron doped regime if the external doping is high enough, as seen here.
.. modelling of the non-local signal 
. modelling of the non-local signal
In order to get a better understanding of the connection between the spin and





(+ R/λs) − e−L/λs
,
where P is the polarisation of the contacts, R is the square resistance of graphene,
λs is the spin relaxation length, W is the width of the flake, L is the distance be-
tween the inner electrodes and R signifies the influence of the contacts on the mea-
sured non-local signal and is defined as R =WRc/R [, ].




Spin data of L = .µm
Modelled, based
on P at  K
Temperature (K)
Rnl(Ω)
At  K the spin parameters and R
were measured and the polarisation P
of the contacts was calculated to be %
(with Rc = .kΩ and R = .kΩ).
Thereafter P was used, together with Rc
and R (all assumed to be constant at
all temperatures) and the measured λs,
in order to calculate Rnl. In the graph it
is compared to the measured non-local
resistance and we see a large deviation
between the two, with the exception of the point at  K (from which P was deter-
mined). From this it is clear that our assumptions were probably incorrect.
Hall based
measurement
Modelled with .µm spin data






From the charge transport mea-
surements it is known that n and thus
R changes with temperature. This is
shown on the right where R versus the
temperature was measured with the
Hall device and is plotted in . We
then numerically calculated what R
would need to be in order to explain the
measured Rnl and λs from the previous
graph, assuming a constant Rc = .kΩ
and P = %. The numerical result is
plotted in .
When comparing the result of the modelling with the Hall based measurement,
it is important to look at the range of the variation of R and not necessarily the
trend of R with temperature. The trend of R vs. T depends on the initial (exter-
nal plus dipole induced) doping of the graphene flake and is usually not the same
for two devices. However we can compare the range of R. Since both vary in re-
alistic ranges from a few Ω to a few kΩ, the variation of Rnl can be reasonably
explained when assuming invasive contacts and a temperature dependent R.
 . spin transport in graphene on strontium titanate
. conclusions
We have performed spin transport in graphene on TiO terminated STO in a tem-
perature range from  to K. Our results show a non-trivial dependence of the
spin transport parameters in graphene and their tunability with temperature, even
in the absence of an externally applied gate voltage. Our work demonstrates that
the local field created by the surface electric dipoles in STO not only influences the
charge transport, but also the spin transport in graphene. Using a simple model,
we show that the electric field generated by the surface dipoles, provide a plausible
explanation for the temperature behaviour of the spin parameters.
We would like to acknowledge J. G. Holstein, H. M. de Roosz, H. Adema and T.
J. Schouten for their technical support and J. J. van den Berg for discussions. This
work was realised using NanoLabNL (NanoNed) facilities and is a part of the ’Func-
tional Materials’ programme (project number ..), financed by the Nether-
lands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO).
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INHERENT ELECTRIC FIELD DRIVEN INVERSION
OF SPIN ACCUMULATION IN Nb:SrTiO
ABSTRACT
Spin accumulation in semiconducting Nb(. wt%):SrTiO was characterised using
a three terminal measurement geometry and Hanle spin precession measurements.
A positive spin signal was measured at room temperature, which reversed sign
around K in a bias range between ∼ . and ∼ . V. Above ∼ . V always a pos-
itive spin signal was measured. Thus both the temperature of the system as well as
the bias voltage (below  K) could be used to tune the spin signal between a posi-
tive and negative sign. We attribute the behaviour to changes in the Schottky tunnel
barrier with temperature and electric field. These changes originate from the non-
linear dielectric permittivity of Nb:SrTiO which depends on both the temperature
and the electric field. These findings open up the possibility of spin signal manipu-
lation, using a robust intrinsic system parameter, namely the dielectric permittivity
of Nb:SrTiO.
A. M. Kamerbeek, R. Ruiter, T. Banerjee
in preparation
 . inherent inversion of spin accumulation
. introduction
Spintronics is the field which investigates electron spins and tries to manipulate,
store and read these spins for information processing and storage. This is often
done electrically by using two FM contacts, separated by a NM metallic or semi-
conducting channel. In order to utilise these systems for applications, means that a
certain amount of control over the sign and magnitude of the signal is needed.
It was found that in some of these FM/NM systems a reversal of the spin sig-
nal was observed with temperature or bias voltage [–]. The details of the sign
inversion vary from device to device and is completely absent in some cases [, ],
possibly because the effect is highly sensitive to the structure of the interface [].
Several theories have been put forward to explain the observed behaviour: )
localised states forming a quantum well close to the interface [], ) minority-spin
resonant surface states (RSS) [] and ) changes in the shape of the Schottky tunnel
barrier []. In some cases experimental evidence seems to point towards RSS [, ].
However, there seems to be little control over how and when these RSSs are formed
and this is supported by the fact that the sign inversion is not always present [, ].
Here we show that we can tune the sign of the spin voltage between positive and
negative in semiconducting Nb:STO, by changing the temperature of the system.
Below  K the sign can also be tuned with the bias voltage. We relate the sign
changes to the non-linear dielectric permittivity  of Nb:STO. The permittivity in-
creases several orders of magnitude with decreasing temperature, while at the same
time, its electric field dependence also becomes stronger. Therefore, the electric
field modulation of the permittivity becomes larger at lower temperatures. This
leads to changes in both the Schottky as well as the tunnel barrier with bias voltage
and/or temperature []. These changes can reverse the sign of the spin polarisation
in certain cases, as was shown for a Schottky barrier by Smith and Ruden [].
Because  is an intrinsic property of the substrate, it is expected that the be-
haviour is much more robust than the sign changes originating from RSS, since the
latter effect is highly sensitive to the interface structure []. This was substantiated
by the fact that sign inversion was observed around the same temperature for two
devices with different tunnel barrier thickness on several junctions.
For the current devices a sign inversion was observed below ∼ K. However,
it should be possible to raise this to room temperature, by inducing non-linearity of
 at room temperature. This might be possible by increasing the electric field in the
barrier region, through doping density control.
. device fabrication
Samples were made using . wt% Nb:STO substrates from Crystec GmbH. The
substrates are subsequently submerged in methanol ( mins), deionised water (
mins), buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) ( s) and deionised water ( mins) in an
ultrasonic bath. This procedure results in a fully TiO terminated surface layer of
the substrate. Afterwards the substrate is loaded into an electron-beam evaporator
where the surface is cleaned using an O plasma. Then spin-contacts are grown by
first evaporating ∼ Å of Al, which is O plasma oxidised to form AlOx. This is
followed by  nm layers of Co and Au. Finally around  devices are patterned on
a single chip by UV lithography and etched with ion beam etching.














The measurements were performed
using a T geometry, as shown here
from a side view. A spin accumula-
tion was generated underneath the
central contact by sourcing a DC
current I . The injected spins were
parallel to the magnetisation ~M of
the central contact, which was paral-
lel to the surface of the substrate for small out-of-plane magnetic fields B. At larger
fields, M makes an angle θ with B. The potential drop V of the central contact was
measured with respect to a side contact, which was a few µm away from the
central contact. The dimensions of the central contacts varied from  ×  up to
× µm.
The measured potential V consisted of a charge and a spin related part, because
of the intersecting current path with a voltage probe. The charge related part was
removed by subtracting an exponential decaying or polynomial background volt-
age from the measured V versus time. The spin related part was then characterised
with Hanle precession measurements. A magnetic field B was applied perpendicu-
lar to substrate. This caused Lamor precession of the spins and destroyed the spin
accumulation underneath the central contact. The change in voltage ∆VH with B is

















, with the Larmor precession term ωL = qgB/(me) and
q is the electron charge, g ≈ , me is the free electron mass and V‖ and τ‖ are the
in-plane spin voltage and spin relaxation time respectively.
Additionally, as the magnetic field was increased, the magnetisation M of the
ferromagnet rotated towards B ( B Mθ ). At θ = , M was aligned with B and
this indicated the saturation magnetisation Ms of the ferromagnet. Including the
rotation of M in the equation above gives: ∆V = (V⊥ +VTAMR)cosθ + ∆VH sinθ,
where θ = pi/+ arcsin(B/Ms). We can simplify this by using cos(pi/+ arcsinx) = x



















where V⊥ and V‖ are the in and out-of-plane spin voltages, VTAMR is the voltage
generated by tunnelling anisotropic magnetoresistance (TAMR) [, chapter ].
Since both V⊥ and VTAMR scale with B, they can not be determined uniquely. This
restricts, but does not compromise, the analyses to the in-plane spin voltage V‖ and
in-plane spin relaxation time τ‖.
 . inherent inversion of spin accumulation
. inversion of the spin voltage









 K  mV
 K  mV
 K  mV
 K  mV
 K  mV









Spin voltage (µV)Here we see the measured spin volt-
ages at different temperatures and
taken at different background voltages.
Each curve is an average of several
magnetic field sweeps, until a clear sig-
nal to noise ratio was obtained. Also
each curve was offset by µV and
a charge current induced background
voltage has been subtracted together
with a magnetoresistance (MR) effect
which is linear with |B|. The linear
MR was observed before, but was not
discussed and the origin is unknown
[, ]. Each measurement is fitted
with the the diffusive T Hanle equa-
tion, which are shown as solid lines.
At  K we see a typical
Lorentzian curve combined
with a parabolic background
caused by the rotation of the magneti-
sation. At Ms ≈ . T the magnetisa-
tion saturates and a constant background voltage is measured. As the temperature
was decreased, the spin signal was reduced and it completely disappears at  K.
Furthermore the parabolic background starts to decrease and was inverted
around  K. Decreasing the temperature further to  K we notice a reversal
of the Lorenzian spin profile (and thus a negative V‖) on top of a parabolic
background.
Next we mapped out the size and sign of the in-plane spin voltage V‖ at various
temperatures and bias voltages, as shown on the opposing page. The graph consists
of + or − signs, which denote a measurement point where a positive or negative
spin voltage was measured. The size and opacity of a point indicate the fitting error
relative to the total signal size. If the error is larger than % a measurement is
indicated with a . Then there are also some measurements where the signal to
noise ratio (SNR) was too low, these are indicated with a .
Based on these points a radial basis function interpolation algorithm [] was
used to generate the values in between measurement points and this is drawn as a
surface colour and contour map. The colour and contour plot indicate the size of
the spin signal at a given point.
At room temperature a positive spin signal was measured, which increased with
increasing bias. When cooling down, the spin signal decreased and around  K
the spin signal became negative. Additionally, below  K the spin signal can be
tuned between negative and positive by changing the applied bias voltage. Below
.V it is difficult to determine whether there is a spin signal, due to the small sig-
nal size. This is also shown by the large amount of ’s and the large error when a
spin signal could be measured.


































































































































































 . inherent inversion of spin accumulation
. spin relaxation time
A similar plot can be made for the in-plane spin relaxation time τ‖. Each measure-
ment is indicated by a green circle, whose size and opacity indicate the relative
fitting error of the spin lifetime. Again we use these points as a basis for the interpo-
lation algorithm to create the colour surface plot and the contour plot.
There seems to be no trend in the spin relaxation times with temperature or bias.
However, there seem to be some measurements with a relatively high spin relax-
ation time. These points seems to be concentrated around the line which defines the
reversal of the spin signal in the previous graph.



































Since earlier reports did not always observe a reversal of the spin signal [–], we
tested the robustness of the phenomena on different devices. Firstly, because there
were multiple devices on a single chip we characterised a few other junctions. We
observed a sign reversal in three additional junctions, whose I−V curves show similar
behaviour as junction A who was mapped from - K in a background voltage
range from .-. V. For the additional junctions only a small region was mapped
where earlier the sign reversal was observed.





























Secondly the sign reversal was also observed in another device consisting of
Nb(. wt%):STO/AlOx(Å)/Co( nm). Note the only difference compared to the
previous device was an AlOx tunnel barrier of Å instead of Å. Although the
behaviour of the spin signal was not mapped in as much detail as the Å device, a
sign reversal was observed with either a change in bias or temperature.
Below are two plots of the spin voltages, where a parabolic background has
been subtracted, to show the reversal of the spin signal more clearly. On the left
we see the spin signal dependence with bias current. At a background voltage of
Vbg = mV a clear positive spin signal was measured which has reversed sign
at  mV and was positive again at Vbg = mV. The spin signal can also be
tuned from a peak to a dip by lowering the temperature at a constant current bias as
shown on the right. The sign change for this device occurs around  K, which is


























tuning with temperature(Å AlOx)
. discussion
Inversion of the spin signal has been observed before in optical and electrical four
terminal/non-local measurements [, , , –] and in some cases in three ter-
minal measurements [, , , ]. Most of these devices had a highly doped semi-
conductor layer underneath the ferromagnetic contact, [–, , , –] and an
epitaxial [, , , , , ] or highly ordered growth of the contacts [, ].
In the devices with a highly doped layer, a quantum well can form close to the
interface. It has been shown that the bound states of the quantum well can lead
to a sign reversal []. For our devices however, it seems unlikely that a quantum
well is formed at the interface. This is because of the uniform doping profile of our
Nb:STO substrate. However, it might be possible that a quantum well is formed at
the Nb:STO/AlOx interface, analogues to the quantum well at a γ-AlO/STO or
LaAlO/STO interface. But since this usually requires epitaxial growth, we think
this is unlikely.
Another common feature between the reported devices which show a sign inver-
sion, is the epitaxial or highly ordered growth of the contacts. There is significant
evidence that in these systems, resonant surface states (RSS) are the origin of the
 . inherent inversion of spin accumulation
sign reversal [, , ]. However, since our contacts are not grown in an epitaxial
fashion, we do not expect RSS to be the origin of the sign reversal. Furthermore we
observe the inversion in multiple devices, under similar measurement conditions,
thus requiring the formation of similar RSS across different devices.
An alternative explanation for the observed sign reversal was proposed by Smith
and Ruden []. They show that the spin dependent transmission coefficient depends
on the shape of the Schottky barrier. By altering the barrier shape, it is possible to
change the polarisation of the spin current. Since the shape depends on the dielec-
tric permittivity r, which is temperature and electric field dependent for Nb:STO,
this leads to changes in the barrier profile when either of the two is changed. We
therefore believe this to be the origin of the sign changes in our devices.
. modelling of the schottky profile
In order to substantiate the claim that changes in the Schottky barrier profile are
the origin of the sign changes, the barrier profile was modelled. The figure below
shows the results of the modelling, which is described in detail in reference []. On
the left the conduction band of the entire Co/AlOx/Nb:STO region is shown and
on the right we zoom in on the conduction band of the depletion region inside the
Nb:STO. The electrostatics were calculated for a AlOx thickness of Å and a carrier
density of ND = ×  cm− was selected for . wt% Nb doping. A thinner barrier
thickness has been chosen than the real devices, because of the Å high terraces on
STO’s surface which reduces the AlOx thickness close to the step edges. Addition-
ally, the effective changes are more easily observed for thinner tunnel barriers.
There are two important changes in the barrier profile when cooling down.
Firstly the height of the barrier at the AlOx/Nb:STO interface decreases with de-
creasing temperature. This is because of the increased dielectric permittivity r
which increases the capacitance C (C ∝ r) of the Schottky barrier and thereby de-
creases the voltage drop in the depletion region (V ∝ C−). Secondly the shape of
the conduction band in the Nb:STO is changed, as shown in the right graph. Mi-
nor changes are seen from  to  K, but from  to  K the barrier shape
changes significantly around the Fermi level. The same holds when the temperature
is reduced to  K. Also the bands are no longer parabolic at lower temperatures,
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modelled conduction band profile at different temperatures
.. conclusions 
. conclusions
We have characterised the spin accumulation in Nb(. wt%):STO using non-epitaxial
grown AlOx/Co contacts and three terminal Hanle measurements. At room temper-
ature we observed a positive spin accumulation, but the sign was inversed around
 K. Additionally below  K, we could tune the sign of the spin accumulation
using the applied bias. A similar behaviour was observed for multiple junctions
on two devices with a Å and Å AlOx barrier. The origin of the sign changes are
attributed to changes in the Schottky barrier profile, with temperature and elec-
tric field, originating from the highly non-linear dielectric permittivity of Nb:STO.
Since the origin is an intrinsic parameter of Nb:SrTiO, we expect this system to be
more robust than sign inversion due to resonant surface states (RSS).
For the current devices the reversal is observed around  K. In principle it
should be possible to raise this temperature by inducing non-linear behaviour of
the dielectric permittivity at higher temperatures. This can be done by increasing
the electric field in the barrier region through doping density control. The findings
in this paper provide a tool to tune and control the size of spin signals for possible
spintronic based applications.
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISATION OF MoS
TUNNEL BARRIERS IN A METAL/MoS/GRAPHENE
CONFIGURATION
ABSTRACT
Vertical stacks of Ti/MoS (with thicknesses from  to  layers)/graphene were
made and the electrical transport was characterised in the out-of-plane direction. In
this configuration it is expected that MoS functions as a tunnel barrier. We investi-
gated this by applying the Rowel criteria. We find that the resistance area-product
of the barrier increases exponentially with increasing MoS thickness and the bar-
rier shows an insulating behaviour with temperature. The conductance of the bar-
rier shows a parabolic conductance, which could however not be fitted using either
the Brinkmann or Simons model. Additionally we show that the barrier conduc-
tance can be tuned with the back gate voltage. These measurements indicate that
transition metal dichalcogenides can be used for tunable and reliable tunnel barri-
ers.
R. Ruiter, S. Chen, F. Reinders, T. Banerjee
in preparation
 . electrical characterisation of molybdenum disulfide tunnel barriers
. introduction
Two-dimensional layered materials have a wide range of electrical and mechani-
cal properties and can be used as building blocks for electronic components. Their
uniform layered nature makes it relatively easy to control the thickness and homo-
geneity of the layers, by, for example mechanical exfoliation. This unprecedented
control over the properties of the components can lead to a higher reproducibility
during the production of devices.
Among the components that can be made from D materials are tunnel barriers.
Traditionally these are made from metal oxides, which are often difficult to grow
in a uniform and reproducible way []. However a tunnel barrier can have a large
impact on the performance of a device. For example, a deviation from the needed
barrier thickness, or a barrier which contains pinholes can result in a very different
device behaviour than a device with the intended thickness or a pinhole free barrier
[, ].
Recent attempts to use D materials as tunnel barriers have mainly focused on
using either insulating h-BN or semiconducting MoS [–]. Most of these investi-
gations saw non-linear I −V curves, a signature of tunneling transport though the
barrier, with the exception of Wang et al., who observed metallic behaviour. The
studies using h-BN show promising results, but due to the large bandgap of h-BN it
has a poor visibility on different substrates, which can be an obstacle during device
fabrication. In this respect MoS has the advantage, because it has a bandgap in the
visible light range and therefore has a better visibility. However, the previous stud-
ies on the conductivity of the MoS barrier focused mainly on higher layer numbers
and on the modulation of the current flow through the MoS. No detailed study was
done on the tunnelling behaviour through few layer MoS.
Therefore we focused on the vertical charge transport through - layers of
MoS, which was sandwiched between Ti and graphene. In this regime the MoS is
thinner than the depletion width and thus the fully depleted MoS forms a poten-
tial barrier between the Ti and graphene. Next to the aforementioned superior vis-
ibility of MoS, it has another advantage. Recently it has been shown that MoS on
graphene induces proximity-induced spin-orbit coupling, without compromising
the semimetallic character of the system []. Additionally the bandgap of MoS
and other D transition metal dichalcogenides lie in the visible light range and
therefore allows potential use of such devices in optoelectronics [].
In order to verify whether single step tunnelling is the dominant transport pro-
cess through the MoS, we apply the “Rowell criteria” [, ]. The criteria are as
follows []:
. The resistance area product (RA-product) should increase exponentially with
the tunnel barrier thickness t []. For a rectangular barrier this should scale
according to: RA ∝ exp(t/t), where t = ~/(
√
meffφ) and here meff is the
effective electron mass and φ is the barrier height.
. The resistance of the barrier should show weak insulating behaviour. Thus the
resistance should increase slightly with decreasing temperature.
. Finally, the conductance of the barrier should display a parabolic behaviour
with applied bias and this should be fitted using a theoretical model, such as
that from Simmons [] or Brinkmann [].
.. device fabrication 
. device fabrication
The fabrication protocol for the vertical hetero-structures was as follows. First
graphene was exfoliated on a cleaned Si++/SiO( nm) substrate and single layer
graphene was selected based on optical contrast. Next MoS (from HQgraphene)
was exfoliated onto a transparent PDMS stamp. This was done by pressing a piece
of tape containing MoS flakes onto the PDMS and rapidly ripping it off []. Thin
layers were selected based on optical contrast and the thickness was later verified
with an AFM.
Exfoliation of MoS onto PDMS had several advantages over exfoliation on SiO.
Firstly estimating the amount of MoS layers was easier due to a constant stepwise
increase of the contrast with each additional layer, which is not the case for MoS
on SiO. Secondly, because the MoS needs to be transferred on top of graphene,
this method allows for a dry transfer which in principle does not need additional
cleaning.
The transfer was done by slowly lowering the PDMS stamp containing the
MoS onto the desired graphene flake. Once contact was made between MoS and
graphene, the PDMS stamp was slowly retracted. Since flakes do not stick well to
PDMS upon slow movements, the MoS flake stayed behind on top of the graphene.
In order to boost the adhesion between the MoS flake and the graphene/substrate,
the sample was baked at  ◦C for  minutes in an ambient atmosphere.
The figure on the left shows an AFM scan which reveals that bubbles (white
spots) are trapped between the MoS and the graphene/substrate. These features
are frequently observed in D hetero structures []. After the MoS transfer, metal-
lic contacts were made using standard electron-beam lithography and electron-
beam evaporation. First  nm of Ti was evaporated followed by  nm of Au. A
false coloured scanning electron microscope image of another finished device with


















 . electrical characterisation of molybdenum disulfide tunnel barriers
. measurement methods
Electrical characterisation of the samples was done under vacuum with a pressure
< mbar and in the dark, although no significant change was observed in a few
measurements which were done under LED illumination. The figure below depicts
the electrical circuits which were used to measure the contact resistances and the
square resistance of graphene. The contact resistances were characterised using
both AC and DC measurements. The DC measurements were done with a Keithley
 multimeter in -wire sense mode. The AC measurements were done with a
SR lock-in amplifier with frequencies of ∼ Hz. Additionally a gate voltage Vg
could be applied in order to tune the Fermi level of graphene. This gate was then
also used to measure the square resistance of graphene, both underneath the MoS
















. square resistance of graphene




















Shown on the right are the square resis-
tance of graphene R which was measured
both in the MoS covered region (V), as
well as the uncovered region (V), to see
the effect of MoS on the electronic qual-
ity of graphene. The electron (e−) and hole
(h+) mobilities µ were calculated for both
the uncovered and the MoS covered parts.
The mobilities of the covered graphene are
slightly lower than the uncovered parts, in-
dicating a slightly lower electronic quality
of the covered graphene. However, both val-










square resistance covered grapheneFor the other devices with  and  lay-
ers of MoS the covered graphene showed
more hysteresis and the graphene had a
higher doping than the initial measure-
ment on the -layer device. Note that
for the -layer device, the hysteresis and
amount of doping increased upon loading
and unloading the sample in different mea-
surement setups. The increased doping is
likely due to absorption of water.
.. scaling of the barrier resistance with barrier thickness 
. scaling of the barrier resistance with barrier thickness
As mentioned in the introduction the Rowel criteria can be used to quantify whether
single step tunnelling is the dominant transport process across a tunnel barrier
[, ]. The first criterion states that the resistance area (RA)-product should in-















The RA-product was measured at nA
using lock-in techniques for three devices
with ,  and  layers of MoS at K and
K and is shown on the right. At K
multiple contacts on top of the MoS were
characterised. The -layer MoS device had
a RA-product which was very uniform, re-
sulting in three overlapping data points. The
other devices also had a relatively uniform
RA-product, despite the irregular formation
of bubbles between the MoS and graphene,
as shown by the atomic force micrograph in-
set. Obtaining a uniform contact resistance
is often difficult for metal oxide barriers on
graphene. Finally, it is clearly seen that the RA-products increase exponentially
with increasing MoS thickness, as expected for a tunnel barrier.
From the slope of the fit a rough estimate of the barrier height can be obtained,
because RA ∝ exp(t/t), where t = ~/(
√
meffφ), meff is the effective electron mass
and φ is the barrier height. For T = K and T = K we obtain respectively
φα = (± )meV and φα = (± )meV, where the errors are fitting errors and
α =meff/me with me as the free electron mass. Here α = . denotes the normalised
effective mass for out-of-plane electrons for bulk MoS []. This then gives us
φ(T = K) = (± )meV and φ(T = K) = (± )meV. This seems to be
in reasonable agreement with references [, ], where they find barrier heights
between ∼ − meV. Additionally we have tried to verify this barrier height by
using the analyses of Gundlach [], but we did not observe a peak in the dln J/dV
nor Iˆ versus junction bias voltage. The absence of these peaks indicate that Gun-
lach’s two-band model does not hold for our devices.









Normalised zero bias resistanceThe second criterion states that the interface re-
sistance for a tunnel barrier should increase with
decreasing temperature. On the right the temper-
ature dependence of the zero bias resistance is
plotted for two different devices and normalised
with the resistance at room temperature. A clear
increase in the resistance is seen with decreasing
temperature, indicating the insulating behaviour
of the barrier. On the other hand if a decrease
in resistance with temperature is observed, this
might be an indication that the metals on either
side of the barrier are shorted through pinholes in the barrier [].
 . electrical characterisation of molybdenum disulfide tunnel barriers
. non-linear barrier conductance
The third criterion states that the conductance of the barrier versus applied bias
shows a parabolic behaviour. For this purpose the current density J through the
barrier versus an applied DC voltage V was measured. Afterwards the numeri-
cal derivative of J with respect to V was calculated, thereby using second order
Savitzky-Golay smoothing over  points.











dJ/dV (S/mm)Plotted on the right are the numerically cal-
culated conductance curves for devices with
different MoS thicknesses. Several noteworthy
observations are: () the conductances of the -
and -layer devices are roughly parabolic, as
shown by the fits through the points ±.V
around the minimum; () the -layer device
shows the highest rectification followed by the
-layer and -layer device; () the minimum
conductivities are offset from zero bias.
A parabolic conductance can be a sign of
tunnelling behaviour. However the conduc-
tance curves could not be fitted with realistic
fitting parameters using the Simmons [] or Brinkmann [] model. This is most
likely due to the fact that these models do not depend on the DOS, but this is impor-
tant for graphene-based devices. See section .. for more.
Rectification is defined as the ratio between the conductance at positive bias and
negative bias and is expected to increase with increasing number of layers [, figure
a]. This is because the thickness of the MoS approaches the depletion width, and
it starts acting more like a Schottky barrier. There is however some spread from de-
vice to device [, figure a], which probably is the reason for the higher rectification
ratio of the -layer device.
Finally we must address the minimum conductivity which is offset from zero.
The origin of this can be explained by the asymmetrical tunnel barrier and the fact
that the Fermi levels of graphene and Ti are not equal [].














shift of the minimum
conductivity with gate
In order to verify whether the cause of the offset
minimum conductivity is due to the different
Fermi levels, we calculated the conductivity
minimum as a function of the gate voltage. The
bias voltage corresponding to the minimum
conductivity is plotted on the right for differ-
ent devices. For the -layer device there is a
significant shift of the minimum conductivity,
however for the other devices there was little to
no shift. It is not clear at this point if the shift
of the minimum conductivity is related to the
shift of the Fermi level in graphene.
.. non-linear barrier conductance 
.. Altering the barrier conductance with gate
As mentioned above, because our devices have graphene on one side and a metal
on the other side of the MoS, they behave differently than a metal/insulator/metal
tunnel junction. For metals it is usually the case that their DOS varies only very
slowly compared to the electron wave length within the experimental energy range.
This slow variation leads to an expression for the current through a tunnel barrier
which does not depend on the DOS [, , ].
The story is different for graphene, which has a DOS which varies quite strongly
with energy. This variation will influence the conductivity of the barrier with ap-
plied voltage and additionally the conductivity of the barrier can be tuned by shift-
ing the Fermi level of graphene with a back gate. Earlier reports made use of this
DOS dependence and allowed tuning of the conductivity of the barrier by shifting
graphene’s Fermi level through the application of a back gate [, , , , –].
In our devices we can also tune the resistance of the tunnel barrier by applying
a constant gate voltage, as shown below. On the left we see the tunability with gate
of the current through the barrier at room temperature. At increasing gate voltages
we see a decrease in the barrier resistance and it becomes more linear, indicating
less tunnelling transport through the barrier. Upon cooling down the trend remains
the same, but the resistance of the barrier increases slightly with respect to room
temperature. This resistance increase is due to the insulating nature of the barrier














































By looking at the band profile of the device we can explain
the trend of the barrier resistance with gate voltage. The band
profiles are shown on the right, where the vertical axis denotes
energy E and the horizontal axis is distance. In this case we
only vary the Fermi level of graphene by application of a gate
voltage with respect to the highly doped Si. For a positive gate
bias we expect the barrier ∆ between graphene (gr) and MoS
to be lower, than for negative gate biases. This is because for
Vg >  the Fermi level of graphene is pushed upwards, thereby
decreasing gap ∆. For Vg <  the opposite happens. The higher
barrier at Vg <  leads to a higher barrier resistance at negative
gate voltages.
 . electrical characterisation of molybdenum disulfide tunnel barriers
The devices with  and -layers of MoS also show tunability with gate, al-
though the variation is much weaker as shown below. For the -layer device the
resistance is lower at Vg = −V than at Vg = V, which is opposite to the -layer
device. The reason for this is unknown. The -layer device shows a larger rectifi-


























room temperature barrier tunability for  and  layers
. conclusions
Vertical stacks of Ti/MoS ( to  layers)/graphene were made and the electrical
transport was characterised in the out-of-plane direction. In this configuration it is
expected that MoS functions as a tunnel barrier. We investigated this by compar-
ing the results with the Rowel criteria. We found that the resistance area-product
of the barrier increases exponentially with increasing MoS thickness and the bar-
rier shows a insulating behaviour with temperature. Also the conductance of the
barrier shows a parabolic conductance, however this could not be fitted with the
Brinkmann or Simmons model. A possible reason for this is that the large DOS
change of graphene with energy is not incorporated in these models. Additionally,
the fact that the DOS of graphene changes with energy was also used as a knob to
tune the conductance of the barrier. We showed that the tunability of the conductiv-
ity is larger for the thicker tunnel barriers. Compared to metal oxide tunnel barri-
ers, the MoS barriers are very uniform and seem pinhole free. Both these features
are often hard to realise with metal oxide barriers. These measurements indicate
that transition metal dichalcogenides can be used as a base for tunable and reliable
tunnel barriers.
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SUMMARY
In today’s world more and more technologies based on nano electronics enter our
daily lives and every decade or so, a new application is found. These new appli-
cations emerge due to the constant miniaturisation of integrated circuits. Recent
examples include the laptop, smart phone and wearable electronics such as smart
watches.
For years the miniaturization of electronic components was possible without
increasing the energy consumption of the total chip. Around the year  this
trend ground to a halt. It was no longer possible due to the fact that components
hit the limits of what was physically possible: barriers became so thin that electrons
could tunnel through them. This tunnelling caused leakage currents, even when a
component was switched off. In order to combat these problems researchers and
manufactures are looking for alternative technologies combined with new materi-
als.
A possible future technology utilises the spin of an electron, instead of it’s
charge which is used today, to transport, manipulate or store information. Because
of the use of the electron spin, this field is also called spintronics. Spintronics has
the potential to be more energy efficient, because a spin current does not require a
(heat generating) charge current.
The utilisation of electron spins in computers is not new; spintronics has been
used in hard drives for several decades already. However in hard drives a charge
current is still part of the equation. In order to reduce the charge component and/or
to make other computer elements based on spintronics, new materials are being
investigated.
A promising material for spintronic applications is graphene. Graphene is a
two-dimensional material which consists of carbon atoms which are arranged in
a honeycomb lattice. Among its extraordinary properties is its ability to transport
electron spins over record lengths at room temperature. This makes graphene a
promising candidate for spintronics.
However graphene’s two-dimensional nature makes it very prone to influences
from the environment. Among the properties which are influenced by this is the
spin relaxation length. In order to maximise this spin relaxation length a lot of
research is done.
This thesis contributes in that respect starting in chapter , where we placed
graphene on a SrTiO substrate. SrTiO is a material which has a permittivity
which is a factor  higher than SiO at room temperature. Additionally the rel-
ative permittivity is temperature dependent and it reaches values of ×  at K.
By performing temperature dependent measurements we investigated the effects of
a high and variable dielectric environment on the spin transport in graphene.
We found that a spin relaxation length at room temperature in graphene on
SrTiO of µm which is similar for graphene on SiO. We observed slight changes
in the spin relaxation length with decreasing temperature, it first increased to µm
at around K and thereafter decreased to µm at K.
We believe that the origin of the variation in spin relaxation length with temper-
ature is due to changes in the carrier density of graphene. These changes were also
observed in independent Hall measurements. The origin of this variation is likely
 . electrical characterisation of molybdenum disulfide tunnel barriers
due to the changes in dielectric permittivity of SrTiO, which alter the strength of
an electric field. This electric field originates from intrinsic dipoles at the SrTiO
surface.
In chapter  we explore another crucial part of graphene spintronic devices,
namely the tunnel barrier. Previous studies have shown that the quality of the tun-
nel barrier can greatly influence the spin relaxation length. Here we investigate the
possibility of using MoS as a tunnel barrier. MoS is a layered two-dimensional
semiconductor. Possible advantages of MoS over traditional tunnel barriers are its
pinhole free nature and the fact that the thickness is easier to control.
We sandwiched MoS between Au/Ti contacts and a graphene channel to inves-
tigate the electronic behaviour of the tunnel barriers by performing charge based
measurements. The results of these measurements were then compared to the Row-
ell criterion. These criterion were used to assess whether tunnelling is the dominant
transport process through the MoS barrier.
The Rowell criterion state that: ) the resistance of the barrier at zero bias should
increase slightly when the temperature is decreased; ) the resistance of the bar-
rier should increase exponentially with increasing thickness of the barrier; and )
the conductance of the barrier should show a parabolic behaviour with bias volt-
age and additionally should be fitted using a theoretical model such as those from
Brinkmann or Simmons.
We find that the first two criteria are satisfied, but the third is a little harder to
confirm. We do indeed observe a non-linear conductance with voltage bias, how-
ever we can not fit it using the Brinkmann or Simmons model with realistic val-
ues. This is likely due to the fact that these models assume the use of metallic con-
tacts, whose density of states varies only very slowly compared to the electron wave
length within the experimental energy range. Since we are using graphene on one
side, which has a density of states which is highly energy dependent, these models
are likely not valid. Finally we can also use the variability of graphene’s density of
states (through gating) to tune the conductance of the barrier by a few factors.
In chapter  we explore the possibility to tune the size and sign of the spin sig-
nal. This is a very important parameter for applications, since this gives us a ‘knob’
to manipulate the spin signals. We do this by studying spin accumulation under-
neath Co contacts in the semiconductor Nb doped SrTiO. In this system we find
that the spin signal increases with increasing bias, but upon cooling down the sign
of the spin signal reverses below ∼ K. Furthermore below K we can use the
bias voltage across the junction to tune the sign of the spin signal between positive
and negative.
We think that the origin of the sign reversal is due to the highly non-linear be-
haviour of Nb doped SrTiO’s dielectric permittivity. Since the permittivity de-
pends on both the temperature as well as the electric field in the Nb doped SrTiO,
this leads to changes in the Schottky barrier profile when either of these parameters
are changed. The shape of the Schottky barrier can have a large influence on the po-
larisation of the tunnelling electrons and can possibly even reverse the polarisation
in certain cases.
SAMENVATTING
In ons dagelijkse leven komen we tegenwoordig meer en meer op nanoelektronica
gebaseerde technologie tegen. Daarnaast volgen nieuwe toepassingen elkaar in
rap tempo op. Ongeveer elk decennium wordt er een nieuwe toepassing gevonden,
doordat de elektronische componenten van geïntegreerde circuits steeds kleiner
worden. Enkele recente voorbeelden zijn de laptop, smartphone, en de zogenaamde
draagbare elektronica zoals slimme horloges.
Jarenlang konden de elektronische componenten van geïntegreerde circuits wor-
den verkleind zonder dat het totale energieverbruik van een chip werd verhoogd.
Rond het jaar  hield deze trend echter op. Dit kwam doordat de componenten
tegen natuurkundige grenzen aanliepen: barrières werden zo dun dat elektronen er-
doorheen tunnelden. Dit veroorzaakte lekstromen, ook wanneer het component uit
stond. Om dit probleem te omzeilen zijn onderzoekers en bedrijven op zoek naar
alternatieve technologieën en materialen.
Één alternatieve technologie gebruikt de spin van een elektron, in plaats van
de lading die we nu gebruiken, om informatie te transporteren, te manipuleren en
op te slaan. Vanwege het gebruik van de spin wordt dit veld ook wel de spintronica
genoemd. Spintronica heeft de potentie om energiezuiniger te zijn, doordat voor
een spinstroom in principe geen (warmte veroorzakende) ladingsstroom nodig is.
Het gebruik maken van de elektronspin is overigens niet nieuw; spintronische
elementen worden al enkele decennia gebruikt in harde schijven. Hierbij is een
ladingsstroom echter nog wel een vereiste. Voor het reduceren van het ladingscom-
ponent en voor het ontwikkelen van computercomponenten die gebaseerd zijn op
spintronica worden nieuwe materialen onderzocht.
Een veelbelovend materiaal voor spintronica applicaties is grafeen. Grafeen is
een tweedimensionaal materiaal dat bestaat uit koolstofatomen die zijn geordend
in een honingraadstructuur. Een van de uitzonderlijke eigenschappen van grafeen
is het vermogen om elektronspins te vervoeren over recordlengtes op kamertemper-
atuur. Dit maakt grafeen aantrekkelijk voor spintronica toepassingen.
De tweedimensionaliteit maakt het materiaal echter heel beïnvloedbaar door
de omgeving. Een van de eigenschappen die makkelijk kan worden beïnvloed is
de spinrelaxatielengte. Om deze lengte te maximaliseren wordt er veel onderzoek
gedaan naar welke factoren hierop van invloed zijn.
Dit proefschrift draagt hieraan bij, beginnende in hoofdstuk , waarin we beschri-
jven hoe we grafeen op een SrTiO substraat hebben geplaatst. De permittiviteit van
SrTiO ligt op kamertemperatuur een factor  hoger dan die van SiO, een ander
veel gebruikt substraat. Daarnaast is de permittiviteit afhankelijk van de temper-
atuur en kan de waarde van de relatieve permittiviteit oplopen tot ×  op K.
Door temperatuurafhankelijke ladings- en spintransport metingen te doen, hebben
we onderzocht wat de invloed is van een omgeving met hoge en veranderende per-
mittiviteit op elektronspins.
We vonden dat de spin relaxatie lengte van µm in grafeen op SrTiO op kamertem-
peratuur, welke vergelijkbaar is met dat van grafeen op SiO. Op lagere tempera-
turen, en dus hogere waarden van de permittiviteit, zagen we kleine fluctuaties in
de spin relaxatie lengte. Eerst nam de lengte toe tot µm op K en nam daarna
af tot µm op K.
De oorzaak van de variatie in spinrelaxatielengte bij veranderende temperatuur
is volgens ons te wijten aan variatie in de ladingsdichtheid van grafeen. Deze veran-
derende ladingsdichtheid hebben we ook gezien in onafhankelijke Hall metingen
die we hebben verricht. Deze variatie komt mogelijk door veranderingen in de per-
mittiviteit van SrTiO, welke op hun beurt weer de grootte van het elektrisch veld
veranderen. Dit elektrisch veld wordt veroorzaakt door intrinsieke dipolen die zich
aan het oppervlak van het SrTiO substraat bevinden.
In hoofdstuk  onderzochten we een ander cruciaal element voor spintronische
applicaties: de tunnelbarrière. Vorige studies hebben aangetoond dat de kwaliteit
van de tunnelbarrière een grote invloed kan hebben op de spinrelaxatielengte. We
onderzochten de mogelijkheid om MoS (een tweedimensionaal gelaagde halfgelei-
der) te gebruiken als tunnelbarrière. MoS heeft als mogelijke voordelen dat er geen
gaten inzitten en de dikte makkelijker te beheersen is.
We plaatsten MoS tussen de Au/Ti contacten en een grafeen kanaal en onder-
zochten vervolgens het ladingstransport door de MoS barrières. De resultaten van
deze metingen hebben we vergeleken met de Rowell criteria. Deze criteria hebben
we vervolgens gebruikt om te beoordelen of tunnelen het dominante transportpro-
ces was door de MoS tunnelbarrières.
De Rowell criteria luiden als volgt: ) de weerstand van een barrière waarover
geen spanning is aangebracht, moet licht toenemen naarmate de temperatuur
afneemt; ) de weerstand van de barrière moet exponentieel toenemen naarmate
de dikte van de barrière toeneemt; en ) wanneer de geleiding van de barrière wordt
uitgezet tegen de aangebrachte spanning, moet er een parabolische relatie zichtbaar
zijn. Daarnaast moet deze relatie overeenkomen met een theoretisch model zoals
die van Brinkmann of Simmons.
Hierbij vonden we dat er wordt voldaan aan de eerste twee criteria, maar dat het
derde criterium moeilijker te bevestigen is. We zagen inderdaad een niet-lineaire
relatie tussen de geleiding van de barrière en de aangelegde spanning, maar dit
kwam niet overeen met het Brinkmann of Simmons model als we realistische waar-
den voor de model parameters aannamen. Dit kwam waarschijnlijk doordat deze
modellen aannemen dat er gebruik wordt gemaakt van metaalcontacten. Voor met-
alen geldt dat de dichtheid van beschikbare elektronstaten langzaam varieert met
de elektrongolflengte (energie) binnen de experimentele energiebandbreedte. Om-
dat we gebruikmaken van grafeen, een materiaal met een sterk energieafhankelijke
beschikbare elektronstatendichtheid, gelden deze modellen waarschijnlijk niet. We
benutten de energieafhankelijkheid echter ook door middel van het gaten van het
grafeen, waarmee we de geleiding van de barrière kunnen variëren.
In het vijfde hoofdstuk onderzochten we de mogelijkheid om de grootte en het
teken van het spinsignaal aan te passen. Dit is een hele belangrijke parameter voor
applicaties, omdat het ons een ‘knop’ geeft waarmee we de spinsignalen kunnen
manipuleren. We onderzochten dit door spinaccumulatie te bestuderen in een Nb
gedoteerd SrTiO halfgeleidersubstraat en ferromagnetische kobaltcontacten. In dit
systeem maten we een spinsignaal dat toenam bij een toenemend voltage, maar dat
bij het afkoelen van het systeem rond ∼ K van teken wisselt. Bij temperaturen
onder de K konden we vervolgens de aangebrachte spanning over de junctie ge-
bruiken om het teken van het spinsignaal te veranderen van positief naar negatief,
of andersom.
We denken dat de tekenwissel wordt veroorzaakt door het sterke niet-lineaire
gedrag van de relatieve permittiviteit van Nb gedoteerd SrTiO. De permittiviteit
van dit materiaal is afhankelijk van zowel de temperatuur als het elektrische veld.
Daarom leidt dit tot veranderingen in het profiel van de Schottky barrière wanneer
een of beide parameters worden aangepast. We weten dat de precieze vorm van
de Schottky barrière van invloed kan zijn op het tunnelgedrag van de barrière. We
denken daarnaast dat veranderingen in het profiel van de barrière ook van invloed
kunnen zijn op de polarisatie van de tunnelende elektronen.
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